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IN OUR 78th YEAR
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On Friday
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Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, May 7, 1957

-MOBILE LAUNCHER IN ACTION

Letter To Editor
Mr. James C. Williams, Publisher
Ledger and Times
North Fourth Street
City
Dear Mr. Williams:
On
behalf of the Murray
Woman's Club, ye would
Jik.
to take this Ofiportunity to express our appreciation for your
cooperation in our recent production of Klub Kapers.
Without the publicity given to
us by your newspaper, the program could not have been successful. We are grateful to you
and your .ataff.
1Yerf-retrlitirs,
Klub -Kapers Committee
Mrs. John C. Quertermous,
Finance Chairman

Pro.perty On
TVA Lakes
$60,045,590

MURRAY POPULATION-10.1-00---'

Guided Missiles
Go TO-Formosa

Vol. LXXVIII-No:- 1.09'-----

arlisk Bed,
Others To Retire,

TAIPEI, Formosa JIB — The
United States announced today
the U. S. Air Force will station
a Matador guided missile unit
on Formosa capable of firing
Atocniis, . warhewn's .at-the-se.h.
,Ths..-regular May meeting of
Communist-held mainland.
•
Board of Directors of Farm
The value of recreation faciliThe 600-mile-plus trajectory of
Bureau was held at the County
ties and equipment on TVA
the Matador would bring into
Offices in the Churchill Building
lakes and lake frontage property
By MAUREEN GOTHLIN
2 before the full AFL-CIO Exerange such major cities as NanFriday. May 3, with President
has reached $60.045,590, accordUnited Press Staff Correspondent cutive Council on charges that
king,
Shanghai
Holmes Ellis presiding.
and
Canton
and
ing to a survey recently completWASHINGTON all — Team.- his ,conduct , has brought the
Several business matters of
ed by TVA. This is the tenth all of the coastal points where sters Union leaders may ask labor
movement into disrepute.
the Red Chinese. night assemble
much importance to Calloway
year for which data have been
Teamster. President Dave Beck
Use of Funds Charged
an invasion fleet.
County farm people were diecolleted on the extent of recreaA joint statement by the United and. two Vice presislents.. to _resign
.4.,-t.,--s•sTssaed. Some time was- nitasso....
tinsa—adiastelopment
use of States
AFL- TePeurF
anC141.74te2?
ariasterVice P
1414211111Fr
resito the discussion of the tobacco
and Nationalist China said or "retire" as a result
TVA lakes.
"This action is taken wholly CIO charges of 'corruption, in- dent Frank Brewster of Seattle,
legislation now pending in ConDuring the 10-year period there
Wash., have used union funds
s.,
for defensive purposes of deter- formed sources said today.
vess which has ben proposed
has been a 370.7 per -cent inThe charges, presented the for "personal purposes" and their
ring and ,if necessary repelling
.1)
, tobacco leaders of the state
crease in the value of recreation
union Monday by the AFL-CIO offcial union. positions "for perattack.
of Virginia. In this connection,
facilities and equipment on the
The statement made it clear 'Ethical Practices Committee, in- sonal profit or advantage."
President Ellis gave a report
lakes. Of the $60 million valuaThe committee said the chargthe Matador unit of the U. S. dicated the AFL-CIO ultimately
of his recent attendance at a
tion at 'the . start of the 1957
Air Force is not here-noiv. There will demand that the uoion eith- es were based on disclosures by
hearing on tobacco legislation in
'recreation season, almost $42
was no indication when it will er oust the three national officers the Senate Rackets Committee,
Washington. Some features of the
million represents land-based reand a number of local union of- Back's natsmally - televised adarrive.
proposed legislation are considercreation facilities or improvethat
he "borrowed"
LOUISVILLE 117I —A 15-year
The Matadors operate at a ficials or get out_of the AFL- mission
ed detrimental to the interests
ments. The remaining $18 milmore than $300.000 of union
old girl was held by police here
sped of more than 650 miles CIO.
of
Calloway
County
tobacco today
lion
includes
boats,
Executive
Board funds without. interest and on
The Teamster
boathouses, an hour and have a range of
after she admitted the
growers. However, some items
and floating equipment.
several hundred miles — enough including Beck requested and re- his use of the Fifth Amendment
in the proposed legislation might feat shooting of her father
There
are
38,638 boats valued to reach the Chinese mainland ceived "reasonable time" to pre- 117 times to .avoid answering
Monday night with a shotgun
be of benefit.
at $14.662,942 kept on the lakes: across
pare a reply to the charges. The questions
the
before
Senate
the Strait of Formosa.
• A number of reports were because he struck her mother.
This
does not include Or thouPolice said Patsy Ann SturThe statement said the United committee set May 24 to hear it. committee. •
made by committees and the
sands of boats which aye taken States
Beck was scheduled to make -a
The committee also charged
geon told__ them. she .shot her
and Nationalist China have
committe membership assignments
to the lakes on trailers only agreed to the stationing
Wednesday Teamster Vice President Sidney
of Mata- return appearance
as proposed by the executive father, Calvin Lee Sturgeon. 36.
when used. Chickamauga Lake dors on Formosa because of the 'before the Senate Rackets Com- Brennan of Minneapolis alai
committee were approved by the with a 12 gauge shotgun as he
has the greatest number of in- continued
Chinese
Communist mittee. He also faces "trial" May "corrupt activities." He has been
Board of Directors. Mrs. James lay on a bed at their Okolona
board craft
convicted of accepting money
456. Guntersville military build-up on the mainHarris accepted the appointment home near here.
and Kentucky Lakes are not'far land opposite Formosa.
from an employer for alleged
The girl reloaded the gun and
of Chairman of the Farm Bureau
behind with 403 and 397. GuntU.S. MARINES test the fast, highly maneuverable missile launching
"strike breaking."
The misiles will not be given
Wtomen's Work for the county shot her father a second , time,
ersville Lake leads in numbs* to the Chinese Nationalists but
Unit-on-wheels at China Lake, Calif. The missiles are U.S. Navy
Finally, the committee indicted
despite
pleas
from
her
mother,
organisation. A complete stateof other type recreation boats will be handled by U. -S. Air
Terriers. This is the most mobile system used by any branch of
the entire leadership of the big
police
said.
Deputy
Coroner
Wilment of committee assignments
the U. S. military anywhere.
with 8,341. Kentucky and Wheel- Force personnel. There was no
union for their "aprrent fail(International Sounclphotoi)
Yid membership of each com- liam Kammerer said Sturgeon,
err Lakes follow Guntersville with indication if nuclear warheads
ure" to investigate or take any
employed
at
the
Ford
Motor
Co.
mittee will be released at a
7.127 ,and 6.471 other type re- were—being sent here with the
other action regarding the three
plartj_.• here, was struck in the
later date.
creation boats. There are 340 Matadors.
national ;officers. a number of
heart
and
lungs
by
the
shotgun
Those present at the Friday
DETROIT
—Calvin
ar
Griffith, local officials in New York and
boat docks on the lakes, all
night meeting were: Mr. and blasts.
president of t h e Washington Scranton. Pa.. and. Senate chagoperated privately or by public
Police quoted the girl as sayMrs. Leon Chambers, Mr and
Senators, said today Charlie Dres- es of "corruption and racketeeragencies other than TVA. OverMrs. James Harris; Mr. and Mrs. ing that she "just got tired or'
sen will be replaced as manager ing" in Brewster's West Coast
'night and vacation facilities valuB. H. Dixon, Mr. and Mrs. Pierce her father abusing her mother,
of the club. But he said there division of the union.
ed at 27.042.300 and accommodatMurray Girl Scouts of Troop
McDougal, Mr. and Mrs. Noble after several days of quarrels
will be no formal announcement
ing 8,700 visitors are located
Question of Resignation
20 met at the Girl Scout Cabin
Cox, Rudy Hendon, Herman between the couple.
until he confers with Dressen.
on the lakeshores. Private sumIn answer to inquiries as to
Mrs. Kathryn Sturgeon 31, had Saturday morning. May 4. at
Darnell, Goble Roberta, Sheressal
Griffith indicated Dressen will whether the union Executive
mer grins fronting TVA lakes
potts, Purdom Lassiter, John told police earlier Monday that 0:34 to leave on a two and oneBoa ti woo
fpr Beck's
half
her
husband
mile
had
been
hike
beating
to
Soap
islmosismsf
Stone
kautter, Marvin Hill, R ober t
at $21.326.650.
resignation. %the Coats" ;lessen .1
Bluff.
her
and
took
out
an
assault
and
Brothers Don Kester, minister
erry, B. W. Edmonds, G. W.
BULLETIN
Gross income to commercial
resolution saying his resignatiox
warrant which could
Each girl carried her own of the Church of
Edmonds, Vandal Wrather, Hugh battery
Christ, Murray, tecreation operations has risen
had never been discussed ce
lunch
have
been
served
and
today.
She
drinks.
They
DETROIT
were
—
Cookie
iir
Lawill deliver the Baccalaureate from $1,853,974 in 1947 to 26,Foster, Elisha Orr and County
ut
requested.
said
she
accompanied
feared
her
hy
husband
their
vagetto was named manager
leader Sermon. on 'Sunday evening May
Agent, S. V. Foy.
885,637 at the start of 1957.
Close to the unloa
might kill her if he learned she Mrs James Lassiter and Mrs. 12, at 8:00 p.m.
Four Murray teachers ha'Oe
of the Washington Senators
Man-years employment provided been accepted for the Science
said they expected the question
Brandon Dill, Mrs. James Shelhad gone to the police.
today to replace Chuck Dressen.
Brother Kester graduated with by operation and maintenance
of resignation by Beck. Brewstet
The high school sophomore ton and two Senior Scouts, Gale high honors from
Institute, sponsored by the NaSalem High of these facilities and services
and Brennan to be discussed
was charged with delinquency Burkeen and Sylvia Clack.
Foundation,
Science
'tonal
at
School, Salem, Illinois; Freed- has increased from 334.6 in 1947
(murder). Six other children,
The weather was perfect for Hydeman College,
Murray State College this sum- be offered a front office job, among the union's leaders in the
Henderson, to 1.376.8 in 1956.
weeks.
ranging in age from 2 to 14, their trip and a bond fire and Ttlinessee;
mer. according to the co-directors possibly as assistant to the presi- next several
Union University,
Beck, so far has not backed
More than 30,000.000 person- of the Institute, Dr. Walter B.
were in the Sturgeon home Mon- a good time was had by all. Jackson,.
dent.
Tennessee.
down from his announced intenday visits were made to the
day night but did not witness By the time the girls returned
"Everything will have to wait
Brother Kester has served the lakes for recreation purposes Blackburn and Dr. A. M. Wolftion to run for reelection at the
the shooting.
to the cabin they were all tired following
son.
until
I
talk
to
Chuck."
Griffith
churches: Bells, Ten- during 1956. a 311.3 per cent
union's September convention.
but still full of spirit.
Murray State College's track
Fred
Schultz.
are
They
T.
'He
said.
may
not
want
what
nessee;
Greenfield,
Tennessee; increase over the estimated 7,Nor have the other two national
team, riddled by injuries, inGirls present were: Beverly Fulton,
Kentucky and Murray. 338.700 visits in 1947. The five 1614 Farmer. Roland E. Goodgion I have to offer him."
officers announced any intention
Lassiter, Donna Jean
of 1624 Farmer, Mrs. Billie Gene
eligibilities. and bad weather
Easter, He has conducted Gospel Meetings
The first word that Griffith
to quit their posts.
lakes receiving most person-day Cullivan of 1506 Sycajnore. and
Patricia
during most of the season are
Dill, Linda
Gordon, in all parts of U. S. He taught
planned to . fire Dressen, who
But several union officers, invisits in 1956 were Kentucky Mrs. Bob Garrison of- 206 WoodLinda Burkeen Martha Ja ne two years
beginning to make a shaky redirected
Brooklyn
to
National
In the English Depart- with
cluding Secretary --. Treasurer
estimated
5,709,600, lawn.
an
Brandon, Dorothy McClure, Ge- ment
covery and hay* swept their last
League
pennants
in 1952 and John R. English. Vice Presidents
at Fulton High School, Guntersville 4,427,200. Wheeler
nevieve Humphreys, Ginny Lou
two dual meets by large marThe Institute, - one of 95 to 1953, came from Washington
Fulton, „Kentucky.
William Lee of Chicago a n d
3,495.000, Norris. 3,275.500, and be conducted in eolleges and
Shelton, Janet Guthrie. Carolyn
gins, defeating Austin Peay 88Monday night after the Senators' Thomas Hickey of New York are
Bro. Ralph Rodgers, of Temple Chickamauga 2.780,100. Estimates
Ferguson and a new member of Hill-Russel
43 and Western 84-38
universities throughout the. courts president had left by train for
l
Chapel
understood to be prepared to do
Methodist are made from data obtained
, Previous to these meets, the
the troop, Sandra Costello. Also
churches will give the Invocation from park and boat dock opera- try, will coincide with Murray's Detroit to discuss possible player everything the* can to keep the
attending was Micheal Lassiter.
summer
session
regular
rhorobreds had dropped two
June
of
trades.
and Benediction.
union within the AFL-CIO.
tors and from spot checks by 10 to Aug. 2.
close duals to Middle Tennessee
Washington has won only four
The Junior-Senior Banquet will trained observers.
The Murray Training School
Institute
and Tennessee Tech, and were
Those accepted for the
of 20 games this season and
be May 14, at 8:00 p.m.
swamped
are to be given stipends of $75 has lost its last eight starts.
by Vanderbilt. The Orchestra has scheduled its 1957
John Vickers, Director of Pupil
Vandy meet was especially pain- Spring Concert for May 9. 7:30
a week and allowances for deGriffith declined to comment
Transportation in the Department
ful to Coach Bill Ferguson be- p.m., on the third floor assembly
pendents from the funds allotted on reports that either Billy Jorges
of Education, Frankfort, Kencause his ace pole vaulter. John room of the training school.
by the National Science Founda- (Sr Cookie Lavagetto. both Washtucky will deliver the CommenceBrooks, OVC record holder who
tion.
The two graduating senior
ington coaches, would be elevated
ment Address on Thursday evenhas never been defeated while members of the M. T. S. OrchWork at Murray State will be to the manager's post.
ing May 16, at eight o'clock. •
comprised of six courses organizat Murray, pulled a leg muscle estra will be featured as the
The 15th district of Calloway • Mr.
Vickers is an educator of
that will keep him inactive at soloists with orchestral accom- County licensed practical nurses
ed specifically for the Institute
wide repute. He is a graduate
least until the OVC meet at paniment
in addition to 15 basic science
Miss Prudence Mc- Association will hold their regular of Western State College.
He
Mrs. John Foutch, age 74. courses ordinarily offered by the
Middle Tennessee, May 18.
.Kinney, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. monthly meeting Tuesday night received his Masters
Degree, UT passed, away Sunday. May
5, college during the summer sesCoach Ferguson reports that Hugh A. McKinney, will be at 7:30 p.m.. May 7th at the
administration a n d agriculture
The Baccalaureate on Sunday,
at 8:45 p.m. from complications sion. A maximum of eight gradhis squad, which numbered more presented in a clarinet solo. Miss Calloway County Health Center.
from the University t.f Kentucky,
May 12. will start Kirkscy's 1957
following an- extended illness at uate hours can be earned by
than 30 at the beginning of the Ruetta Overby, daughter of Mr.
Presiding officers are as fol- and has
Commencement week. Bro. 0. E.
completed the major
the Murray General Hospital.
.participants.
season, has now dwindled to less and Mrs; Rue Overby, will pre- lows: Mrs. Shirley Elkins, presiWASHINGTON V —A timely Roseberry of Kirksev Methodist
requirements for his Doctors DeShe is survived by her husband,
than 20. "However." he said, sent a piano solo accompanied dent; Miss Jo Cochron, viceThe American Association for tip for June brides and grooms:
gree.
Kirksey. will give the
John Foutch. RFD 5, Murray; the Advancement of Science has Have your honeymoon right in Circuit.
"Those remaining are really in- by the M. T. S. Orchestra Also, president; Mrs. Nell Dentook secMr. Vickers has spent sevenevening sermon, and Bro. B. J.
daughters.
institutes
two
Luc
Mrs
etrested in track, being primarily one of these graduating seniors retary; Mrs. N a ncy McClure.
i 1 le called the program of
your own home.
teen years as a teacher of VikaSires. Church of Christ. Kirksey.
Cream, RFD 5, Murray; Mrs. one of the most significant detrack men, and they are work- will be chosen as the recipient treasurer; Mrs. Nell Brandon,
Here are just some of the ad- ,will assist. The music will be
tiotal Agriculture and high school
education
ing hard for the future."
vantages listed by Dr. John R. furnished by the' Senior High
of the annual Anion Award chaplin; and Mrs. Troy Bogard, principal in Hancock, Livingston Myrtle Gibson. Independence, Mo.; velopments in teachers'
one sort, James Foutch. Inde- in the last 20 years.
He also said that the recent The Anion Award will be pre- publicity chairman.
Cavanagh. noted psychiatrist:
and Henry Counties. He also
Glee Club, under direction of
pendence, Mo.; six grand children
ovarm, dry weather as given his sented for the third year by
A group of outstanding college
All members of the association worked
—Less chance of getting tired. Mrs. B. J. Berrilb
in the U. S. Department
and two great-grand children.
science teachers from throughout
squad a chance to round into a member of the Murray Lion's are urged to attend.
—Less
of
chance
bored.
getting
of Agriculture, in Washington,
On Tuesday night. 8:00 p.m.,
condition, the lack of which was Club.
She was, a member of the the, United States will make up
.—It's cheaper. laddie.
D. C., and Atlanta, Georgia. He
May 14. the junior class will
Goshen Methodist church, Stella. the faculty for the Institute
quite apparent in the meets with
Another feature of the M. T. S.
Catholic
Cavanagh,
lecturer
at
has been a member of the State
give a three-act farce comedy
-The funeral was condueted at
Middle and Tech. He hopes his Spring Orchestra Concert will
and Georgetown universities, told entitled "Oh
Projessor. How
Department of Education since
2:30 today at the Max Churchill
squad will reach Its peak for the be a group of songs by the entire
meeting
society
hygiene
a social
Lions
1950.
Could You"
Funeral
Bro.
vPith
Home
H.
J.
OVC.
third
which
grade.
These
Monday "The best advice
M. T. S.
Bro, Layne Shanklin of IndeThursday. May 16. at 8:00 p m.,
Remaining
on
Thurman officiating. Burial was
the
Racers' fifty-one third graders from thecan be given to mos't couples Dr. Harry Sparks. Head of the
pendence-Brooks a n d
Bethel,
schedule are three dual meets elassrooms of Miss Gibson and
in the city cemetery.
concerning the honeymoon is to Edocational Department, Murray
The second annual exhibit of Almo, will give the Invocation
Pallbearers were Jimmie Taylin addition to the conference Mrs. Howton, will be accompaniPADUCAH I
— Four gov- spend it at home."
College. Will 'deliver the comthe Murray High School and and Benedictior..
meet. They will engage Memphis ed by the M. T. S. Orchestra.
or, Joe Pat Farley, Marlton Morg- ernors of Lions Club districts
He said the honeymoon "may mencement address. Bro. Terry
Laura Jean Barnett, daughter
Murray Training School industrial
Woods.
Farley
0.
B.
0.
State at Murray next Tuesday,
A.
an,
in Kentucky were elected by make or break a marriage."
There is no admission. The
Sills. Kirksey Baplist Church.
arts departments, will be held of Mr. and Mrs. Crawford Bar- and Raymond Fielder.
...rkansas State there, May 11, public is invited.
acclamation here Monday as the
But, he said, too often the will give the Invocation and
three days this month in the nett, with a scholastic standing
Western there, May 14, and
Churchill
Funeral group's state convention got un- groom arrives at the altar exThe Max H.
Washer
standing of 2.77 will give the
Barbara
Benediction.
showroom of Parker Motors.
Austin Peay there, May 22.
Home had charge 'af the funeral derway.
BARE INDIGNITES
hausted after a big bachelogs' Darnell will give the salutatory,
The exhibit will be on display Valedictory Address.
arrangements.
The governors included Bill party the previous night.
Glenda Elkins, daughter of Mr.
"To Walk in the Light". and
Friday May 17 until 7:00 p.m.,
Paden, Lone Oak, District 43-K;
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. fir —BareMoreover, he said, the bride is Linda Lawson. Valedictory, will
and all day Saturday May 18 and Mrs. Oralee Elkins, with a
STILL RINGING
Carter Steffey. Shiveley, District probably just as exhausted from
backed sun dresses and bare legs
"Gains from High School."
until 8:30 p.m. and on Sunday standing of 2.53 will giv,e the
MUNCIE, Ind. —111.1— A 250- 43-E, E. F. DeSpain, Maysville, the weeks of preparation and give
have been outlawed in the offices
Salutatory Address.•
Music for this evening will be
afternoon from 2:30 until 6:30.
pound brass bell that once was District 43-N; and Roy Cawood, parties before- the wedding.
of the county and criminal court
given by a sextette and Miss
The exhibit will show the
an a steam locomotive on the Middlesboro, District 43-Y. Cavanagh said then they rush Brenda Young. soloist.
clerks. The bans were put in
work the students have none in
Chesapeake &Ohio Railroad has
Some 625 delegates, reportedly oft to "some uncomfortable and
effect after a male employe obThe clasa roll is composed of:
leather, plastic, electricity, wood,
been installed in the steeple of a new state record for the group's expensive hotel" and frequently
jected to the "informal attire"
Hugh Adams. Buddy Anderson.,
metal and drawing.
Methodist
Muncie
Free
the
experi"disappoinking
convention,
SITTM91
attendwere
of some women employes.
it's all a
Dan Bazzell. Bills' Crick. Elvin
The public is extended an inviChurch.
Southwest Kentucky — Fair
ing the meetings today.
ence."
Crouse, Barbara Darnell. R o
tation to attend.
The group also voted to hold
THIS IS SAFETY?
and a little warmer today, toHe said with both of them in Darnell. William Edwards, Jerry
The
first
six
grades
of
POUCH
STOPS
POOCH
the
their 1958 convention at Ashland.
night and Wednesday. High tothey are in it might be Falwell.
Finnemann,
Sharon
BOWLING COURSE
Hazel School will give an opeA vicious
MOBILE, Ala. rIP
day 78, low tonight 45.
— Two traffic
NEW YORK
just as well for them to stay Carolyn Fulton, Jackie Garrison,
REVERE. Mass. —FPI-- Bowl- retta entitled "The Land of dog has acomplished what sleet,
NO CHEESE?
Some 5:30 a m. temperatures: safet,y experts, demonstrating hazhome and get a good night's Sharon
Jones,
Gordon. Jane
ing wit lbc included as an ex- Dreams Come True." This one snow and gloom of night have
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich.
Louisville 42, Lexington 44, Pa- ardous driving on a television
sthleeeps.haPe
Wade Jones. Linda Lawson, Paul
tra-curricular activity in this and one-half hour program will failed to' do in a section of Henry Johnson told police
that
ducah 46, Covington 44, London show, were given summonses for
Then, he said, during the next Manning, Rob McCallon. Delbert
city's juni9r aild senior high be staged in the school auditor- Mobile. The post office has halt- someone broke into
his home and few weeks they can get more acT Newsome, Jerry Tucker, Bobby
36 and Hopkinsville 51.
driving eastbound on a one-way schools. The
school board has ium Friday evening, May 10 at ed mail delivery in. the area took only one item—a
piece of .c
Evansville, Ind., 42.
ed
tmt
(:ispehaecrhe. other in a re- Walker, Vlaburn
loma
lauxsed
westbound street.
Wyatt, and•
asked for volunteer leachers.
7:30.
uotil the dogtbasr been confined. apple pie.Brenda Young.
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15 Year Old Girl
Held For Murder
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Dressen Fired
From Senators

Girl Scouts Go
On Hike To Soap
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Bro. Kester
To Address
Almo School

Teachers Are
-Accepted For
Institute

Racer Track Squad
Makes Shaky
Rebound

Concert Will
Be Presented
On May 9

Licensed Practical
Nurses To Hold
Meeting Here

County 'Woman
Passes Away

Tip For June
Brides, Grooms
Stay At Home

Industrial Arts
Exhibit To Be Shown
At Parker Motors

Kirksey To
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District Governors
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THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

PACE TWO

THE LEDGER & TIMES L nisanted Trade Bait Turns Wilt Will
Out To Be Big Dodger Hero Join Harlem
Globetrotters-

'PUBLISHED BY LEDGER a TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY, Le..
Consolidation of the Murray Ledge,e, The Calloway Times, and The
alines-Herald, October 20, 1i28, and the West Kentuckian, January
U. 1942
JAMES C V.ILLIAMS. PUBLISHER

We reserve the right to reject any Aciverusing. Letters to the Editor,
N% or Public Voice items which in our opinion are not for the beat
• Intel-sat of our readers.
REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO., 1368
b NATIONAL
Monroe, Memphis, Tenn.; 250 Park Ave,. New York; 307 N. Michigan
Ave., Chicago. ail Bolyston St., Bestoz,
c Uttered at the Past Office, Murray. Kentucky, for traeseussion as
Second Class Matter
a SUBSCRLPTIOTI RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 20c, per
Beatiki /23e. In Calloway and-adjouazzer -ciyurruat- -per- year $8.30; AareWhere, 35.50.

flee but Cimoli doubled and
scored the tying run on Furillo's
single in the bottom of the
inning.

By FRED DOWN
United Press Sports Writer
Gino Cirnoli, the "ugly duckling" of the National League
champion Brooklyn Dodgers, is
the latest example 3hat sometimes the best trade* in baseball
are the ones that never are
made.
A mere; .111 hieter -ia-, 36- -a4bats last season. Cimuli was the
Dodgers' No. 1 trade bait all
winter. They eventually kept him
es4y---bettause---nobody else was
interested.

reported today.
Dr. Forrest (Phog) Allen, retired Kansas coach, and the man
credited with luring Chamberlain
to that school, said that the
seven-foot center "definitely" will
turn pro.

BUFFALO, N. Y. t — Wilt
(The Stilt) Chamberlain. University of Kansas All-American basketball star, will definitely turn
professional with the Harlem
Globetrotters this fall, it was

"Why, Wilt made more than
$100.000 for the University of
Kansas last year," Allen stated

Then came Gino's second homer—his first also broke up an
extra inning game against Robin
Roberts, April 16. The victory
left the Dodgers only one game
behind the front -running Braves.
double by Gus Triandos and an
Kaiser Beats Giants
intentional walk to Dick WilDon Kaiser, 22-year-old speed liams, providing relief pitcher
bailer, pitched a six-hitter to George Zuverink with his second
gain- his first victory for the win. Bob Nieman homered for
Cubs and help hand Ruben Go- the Orioles.
mez his first loss after three
Rookie Jim Pisoni's grand slam
straight wins for the Giants. Ed homer climaxed a six-run first
Wiricernak s two-run single was inning rally and Ned Garver prohet key blow of the Cubs' four- tected it for Kansas City the I
run sixth-inning rally that broke rest of the way with a neat sixopen the game.
hitter. Gus Zernial had sent the .
Jim Brideweser's first hit of Athletics in front with a twothe season, a double, drove in run single as the Athletics dealt
two runs in the 13th to give the Chuck Stobbs, a 1.5-game win- .
oriute, thetr---vierarf-ever---rtivi erta?r"season,- his frith straight
Tigers. The Blow followed a I IS S

Today, the 28-year-o:d native
of San Francisco is batting .316,
has driven in 10 runs, leads the
team with '25 hits and is the
hero of the Dodgers' 5-4 fourhour, 14-inning victory over the
Braves Monday night. Cirnoli
Ledger & Times File
broke it up with his fifth hit of
the night, a solo homer off Red
.,
ott110_1.atij frame
, -ef Mu
-rraiasting The: pArting sant-nun. in - e-rit,•
and give Sandy Koufax his -first
Club
Men's
Business
1-..-v,Young
k.
Murr,
C as -deplorable,- the meetirrgIyi
win.
Monday May 5, to pre;
kit' itzr regular
I. voted
The Chicago Cubs whipped the.
requesting that body
.. sent to the City Council a resoluti
New York Giants. 6-2. in the
and weighty consideration to the installing
, to:1 "give duemeters..
only other N7ational League game
of parking
Monday
while the Baltimore
ir •
.er$'4' held yesterday afternoon at Orioles defeated, the Detroit TigFuneral services w
•
#-6. in 13 innings and . the,
di*, garbr
P.-....Vhak•Ag..4prioacs
tans* ..city Athletics walloped
bme
is
k
at-Imorning
6 Tuesday
'"the Wasikington Senators. 8-2, in
Miss Loretta BroWn, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bon- Arrierican League gaines.
ff
bride
the
became
b nie 1.:• Brown of Highland Park. Mich.,
Brush Back Battle
3:30 p.m. Saturday,
At Ebbets Field umpire Lee
k of 'William Paul Bray of Hazel, at
""'••
Ballanfant called managers Walt
April '12.
Alston and Fred Haney to the
Clegg Austin. son of--Mr. and Mrs-. A. B. Austin, mound to, warn of a "bean ball"
•
Junior
the
in
awards
and
boners
duel after starting pitchersew
• $_4' 31urray. look •lop
isanads--Cle-h-easting contest staged. at"Murray High Buralette. and Don Drysdale bath,
were ratty- of **dusters"
the
lest41-end.s.y.
first.--frame.
Churchill.
Sonny
was
Second to Clegg in total points
•
td Mathews homered in the
•
Miss Louise Sxvaun_ of Harrisonburg. Va., spent the first inning but Carl Furillo
Swann. blasted a three-run homer in the
• week-end *ifh her parents. .Mr. and Mrs. Robert
bottom -of the inning after singIs
le.-hy-fire,,li -and Sanity Amoros
Climb filled in in Center field
for the injured Duke Snider with
Amoros taking over in left field.
another
walloped
Mathew
' homer in the sixth inning and
a
Joe,' Adcock blasted his sixth of
the season in the eighth to produce a 3-3 tie. The Braves went
ahead in the 12th on singles by
Mathews Znd Andy Pafko fullowed by Johnny Logan's sacri-
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VOTE FOR

In an intervIew here. "He thinks Kan., last week that Chamberlain
he
iaiootw
th
a.ici
w
000
7,
p5
it is time he made a -little for
asityurr $1
)
tsi:
t.:ra
rteg
orpion
Howhimself. And he will get $20,000, Globetrotters
not $15,000 when he turns pro.
ever, Kansas Coach Dick Harp
"Why, you can't blame the
Chamoerlain denied that
boy, can you 1-10-s's a smart boy, he was leaving college. Chambted
had
smarter than the whole rest erlain
lllasing alumni representatives that
:r'a
of the Kansas team. Wilt has l-tme
an iq of 127 And he's a nice basketball "is a job" and that
I he. "might as well get paid for
buy"
It was reported in Lawrence,

YOUR OLD PUMP
PETERED OUT?
TRADE IT IN .....
STA-RITE WATER SYSTEM

Clyde Steele
Candidate For

JAIL
OF CALLOWAY COUNTY
Democratic

Primary, May 28

YOUR VOTE AND INFLUENCE
DEEPLY APPRECIATED

ELLIS PUMP & PIPE CO.
304 Depot St. ( Maple Street)
Phone 197

.

!----Mikaro-nev
2

°Ia Mom! \
cool Bemberg print in
slimming half-sizes!
National League
7 iivauke•
ncinnati
- • Louis
iladelphia
w York
•tsburgh
!,icago

L
4
5
7
7
9
12
5 13
5 13

W
13
12
11
9
8

Pct
.765
.706
.611
563
471
368
.278
.278

GB
1 '
21s
3's
5
7
8i7
Vs

Yesterdays Results.„
Chicago 6 New York 2
Brooklyn 5 Milwaukee 4 (night,
14 innings)
(Only games scheduled).

Today's Garnet
Cincinnati at Brooklyn, night ,
St. Louis at New York, night
Chicago at Pittsburgh, night
Milwaukee a' Philadelphia, night

Tomorrow's Games

•

Cincinnati at Brooklyn
; St. Lours at Ne a. York
; Milwaukee at Philadelphia
Chicago at Pittsburgh

Small budgets love big Fords

.4

American League
7.

York
tlicagu

yainsas City
.esa-land

.Vashington

W
12
11
10
10
8
9
7
4

L Pct
5 706
5 688
8 556
9 5_ ,26
8 5TAT
le 474
10 412
16 .200

GB
2

You don't have to be rich to enjoy fine-car
lyxury. The new kind of Ford is America's
... yet it offers
lowest priced big car.
the beauty, V-8 GO and luxury ride
of cars costing far more!

2'-i

3
31 s
4
5
9,2

Yesterday's Resulti

If you love big-car

F',01turtior, 8 Del roil 6 i:3 inns )
a Washington 2
(Only ip,mes scheduled).

Ir you've ever wean a rayon Bernherg dress you
know how cool, co-r'erfar•oble and ecisy-to-core.for
they ore. And if it's deskaaed by Mynette you can also
count on perfect fif, superb tedoring and figurewh.rtl;eg styling! All th;s ct suth a tiny price, tool
•
Glorious shades in sizes 16'2 to 26.•

Today's

TS,

performance you'll

love

out '57

Ford.

No car ever before has offered such perfect blending elf big-car luxury and small-car price.
Once you take the wheel, you'll discover how the
Inner Ford" gives you the kind of rideyou- have
experienced before only in cars aksting far more.

-,1,1
tit
n al. Chicago, night
t , at Kansas City, night
night

The new kind of

But even though this Ford handles like an expensive car, it's still-priced Ford-low. In fact, model for

FORD

model right across the board, Ford is the lowest
priced of the low-price three!

Lowest priced of

Ford is worth more at trade-in time

If you love thrift you'll love our '57 Ford.

Games

You'll find its advanced-design chassis and lower
center of gravity let it corner as if it were on rails
... that its engine is as responsive and nimble as a
polo pony. Si., or V-8 the going is great!

And when you go to trade your Ford for a new cal.-,
youll find that Ford's traditionally high resale value
makes it worth more at that time, too.
Why not come in and Action Test this fun-lovin',
budget-lovin' Ford? Why not come in bxlay?

the low-price three!

of nonoluf.
•••00.
00,
,
'.4,0 rielov-r•I pra-ra
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TRUCKS
ONLY YOUR FORD DEAI.ER HAS A-1 USED CARS AND

Tomorrow's Games
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PARKER MOTORS
Murray, Ky.

701 Main

Phone 373
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Difference
In Paris And
U.S. Nightclubs

Above, Tony Curtis, Martha Hyer and a friend are
seen talking in a scene from "MISTER CORY,"
which opens Wednesday at the Varsity Theatre for
Wednesday and Thursday Matinee until 5:00 o'clock, Stage Show starting at 7:00-9:00 p.m.

07
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ANOTHER FRIDAY
REDS CRITICIZE ANNIE
SPOKANE, Wash. —V-- A
man reserved a special number
SAIGON, Viet Nam r121 — A
for his dog's 1957 license. The Communist Nogth Viet Nam
animal is a police dog named newspaper today assailed HollyFriday, and the owner wanted wood moviemakers for concen'
, license 714 to match the badge trating on films of violence and
worn by the leading player oh, risterder. Among the examples it
the TV "Dragnet" series..
cited was "Annie Get Your Gun."
Flaps Down—Wings Too
FORT WORTH, Tex. (111 —PoTHE SMITHS HAVE IT
lice debated today whether they
By DOC QUIGG
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (1.5 — High
could give Raymond Graber a jump honors at a high school United Press Staff Correspondent
ticket for low flying. He startled track meet went to the Smith
THE LIDO, Paris (15 — The
a number of drivers Wednesday boys. Cecil Smith was first, Joe
by taxiing his light plane, minus Smith second and Richard Stnith most striking difference between
its wings, down the highway.
third. The boys are not related. the nightspot, one of the most
prominent in France, and any
night club in the United States
Is the matter of dress on the
part of chorus girls.
Both countries go in for patches
of bare skin, but not in the
same places or dimensions. Night
club nudism in America is by
the acre. In France, it is frugal.
The French, while skimping on
the product, exercise what they
obviously regard as canny ,selectwity:— ..
—
Nobody asked my opinion, but
if they did I would say I do
not regard nudity as beauty, in
either country — or in the islands
of the South Seas, either. However, the French have a way
with it.
40' ,
In general, the French chorines

k

For Educational
Purposes Only
No.000

Consecutive

4

air7.4*n.,

Anthony Quinn
Plays Gunslinger,
His First Western

Reg. No

More Whooping
Cranes Are Found

WASHINGTON RR —A wildlife
bureaucrat shivered with joy
By JAMES C. O'NEILL
today over word that 19 more
rare whopping cranes may exist. United Press Staff Correspondent
SAN FRANCISCO. --Mt— Bat
The 19 were reported to be
whooping it up in Nebraska blood, angleworm oil and poi;oned
and South Dakota. Previously toadstools are the stock-in-trade
only 24 of the big birds were of Boy A. Heist, a pleasant 75year-old taxidermist who doubles
known to exist.
Frederick C. Lincoln, assistant on the side as a witch doctor's
director of the Interior Depart- supplier.
Heist, born in Northeast, Pa.,
ment's division of spurts fisheries
and wildlife, said the, reports looks ae if he'd be more at home
in the vestry of a country church
are "perfectly credible."
"But," he added, "we've had than in the head-hung upstairs
such reports before. If they can studio he shares with a pair of
be checked it usually turns out prowling cats.
"I'm here to sell and my cusSitting complacently beneath
that the 'whooping cranes' are
the staring eyes of dusty stuffed tomers are here to buy," he
white pelicans."
.
"Wei-e-e-got spotters looking for animals, Heist looks out with added. "It's their funeral, I say."
Among his customers the taxithe birds. I certainly hope they good, clear blue eyes and runs
turn up."
The big birds have a wingspan
of about six feet. They get their
name- from. Use 2-whiooP.ing caU-.
they give.

For Educational Purposes Only

1955 OLDSMOBILE "88" Holiday Coupe. Red and
white with white sidewall tires, really beautiful.
1955 FORD Custom 8-cyl. 4-dr. Red & black beauty
with standard transmission, sharpest in town.
1954 FORD Crestline 4-dr. with all the Ford extras,
see this one for sure, none like it.
1954 MERCURY 4-dr. Monterey. Real nice!
1953 BUICK Special 4-door. Extra clean, power
steering and brakes.
1953 MERCURY with overdrive. Nice inside and
out.
1953 FORD Custom with Ky. license. Also 1953
CHEVROLET and 1953 DESOTO.
1952 CHEVROLET Bel-Air with standard transmission.
1951 CHEVROLET I/2-TON PICKUP. Real clean
and locally owned.

Vote For One

111
LI

Bob McCuiston
William H. "Jake" Dunn

FOR CITY COUNCILMAN WARD "B"
Vote For Six
Eli Guy Spann
Frank H. Lancaster
Richard T. Tuck

e:

ts

James R. "Jim" Payne
Merritt G. Marine
Ben Grogan
Paul Perdue

Consecutive

No.000

Name of Voter

AddresS •

Reg.. No.

2

No. 000

Consecutive

Reg. No

Name of Voter _
Address

OFFICIAL PRIMARY BAI,I.OT

COME SEE FOR YOURSELF — YOU'LL GET
QUALITY CARS WITH GOOD SERVICE AND
A GUARANTEE TO SATISFY

HUGO WILSON

DEMOCRAT PARTY

Motor Sales
Phone 682

Murray, Ky.

H. H. Lovett
Benton, Ky.

FOR JAILER
Vote For One

Seth Cooper
111

Joe B. McCuiston
Leo Carraway
Luther Suggs

••Ei

Garland Neale
Almon Willoughby

Clyde Steele

James H. Blalock

• IDelvAy D. Crass

(Vote for one)

Bryan Nanney

Mary Russell Williams

FOR COUNTY JUDGE
Vote For One

FOR MAGISTRATE
Libetty District" -

LI

jOR MAGISTRATE
Vote For .0ne
•
• K.)3. McCuiston
H. M. Workman

El

Waylon Rayburn

LI

Leon Hale

FOR CONSTABLE
Vote For One

FOR COUNTY ATTORNEY
Vote For One

FOR MAGISTRATE
Wadesboro District

LI

Bob Miller

LI
LI

Fred T. Lee

LI
LI

George H. Weeks

(Vote for one)

Lee Donelson

A. A. "Red" Doherty

Willard Gordon

FOR CIRCUIT COURT CLERK
Vote For One .

LI
LI

LI
LI

Trellis Boggess

Ed Burkeen
FOR CIRCUIT JUDGE
Vote For One
Earl T. Osborne
Benton, Ky.

H. Bucy

H. C. "Hamp" Ellis

Cohen Stubblefield

Charlie Lassiter

(Vote for one)

Byerly

Woodrow Rickman

111

Owen Billington

Concord District

Noel Warren

FOR SHERIFF
Vote For One

Harold Speight

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
Vote For One

FOR MAGISTRATE

Otis

FOR CLERK OF THE COURT
OF APPEALS
(unexperid terms)
Vote For One
Doris Owens
Wickliffe, Ky.
J. L. "June" Suter
Warsaw, Ky.

ATTENTION VOTERS: The following candidates will appear on the
ballot in the districts in which they
are running. The large educational
ballot is correct for the Murray precincts. The only difference in the
published ballot and that which will
appear in the following districts is
the substitution of the Magistrate
can
tea.

FOR CITY JUDGE

"Aligator skins frankly are a
drug on the market these days.
"Yob get all kinds," he continued. "Some
them want
wildcat claws. I even have a
customer who will take rhino
horn, all of it I can get. He
sells it as unicorn horn,

SAMPLE BALLOT

Tips are estinwted to amount
to $750 million n year in the
United States.

CITY OF MURRAY

Altering the advice of Horace
Greeley to suit his professional
inclinations, Anthony Quinn "goes
western, young Man, goes western" with a gengeance in his
latest picture.
For the Robert L. Jacks pro.
duction, "Man From Del Rio,"
a United Artists release opening
Wednesday at the Murray Drive
In Theatre, Quinn dons a lowsling holster for the first time
in his illustrious career—one that
includes the winning of 2 Academy Awards—and shoots his way
to additional fame as a gunman
f the early west who tames a
,a,rid his °Nen violent nature
t
at the same time.
Although he's skirted the fringes of the "western" in several
pictures, notabrk..,the one for
which he won ":0scar," Viva
Zapata," and prior to that,"Buffain- Bill," this is the first'tirne
audiences will view Quinn 1
the type of role which Gary
Cooper or James Stewart have
filled in the past so successfully.
This comes as no surprise to
the myriad of Quinn adrifirers,
for . he is a rarity in the film
capitol, one who is known as
an actor who can always be
counted upon to turn in an outstanding performance in any type
of role. He has proven this with
portrayals of such a varied nature
that one producer for whom he
worked refers to him as a
ameleon"' explaining further that
"he seems to take on the coloring
and the characteristics of whatever personality he's portraying.
In a quick succession of recent
films he has played a Spanish
bullfighter in the "The Magnificent Matador," the French artist,
Paul Gauguin in "Lust For Life,"
the title role in "Attila, Scourge
of God," an ex -football-player
turned be-bopper in "The Wild
Party," the deformed "Quasimoda" in "The Hunchback of
Notre Dame" and now a homeless, unwanted Mexican seeking
a place in - society through the
terror of his gun in "Man From
Del Rio."
•

dermist numbers several women
witch doctors, a voodoo man of
the South Seas, a snake cult
priestess and a lot of people with
just odd fancies.
While he was talking ab-ut his
customers, Heist's front door
opened and in stepped a young
man in a faded Army jacket with
a proposition involving a dead
aligator. He wanted Heist to
skin the animal, keep the skin
for his trouble, return the skeleton and throw in a couple of
gorilla skulls. Heist turned the
proposition down, remarking:

LOW PRICES ARE HERE!!

East Main

DEMOCRAT PARTY

San Franciscan
Has Supplies For
Witch Doctor

down the list of thing he has
on hand.
"I've got tiger claws, elephant
hair, bat's blood, crocodile teeth,
hyena tails (I'm saving one for
a witch doctor), shed snake skin,
bear's gall (they all want that)
and a lot of other stuff."
,A man of many hobbies and talents. Heist lends a hand to restoring oil paintings and repairing china and has an antique shop
below his studio. But his abiding
interest is in "the old, the odd
and the curious."
Gesturing at the jars neatly
labeled as holding cobra skin,
shark teeth-, eagle blood and
dried tarantula, Heist said, "I
don't believe in any of this stuff.

AND WONDERFULLY

-

Official Primary Ballot

PAGE TER=

71FUL WEATHER IS HERE
BEAUTIFUL CARS ARE HERE

:"

heavily clothed as their hippy
counterparty in the United States.
They are elaborately costumed
in many hues and layers of
ruffles, billowing skirts, spewing
feathers, gewgaws sprouting from
the head, and full length sleeves
and stockings.
Look Warm, Cozy
Thus buttoned against the cold
blasts of air conditioning that
whiff about the premises, they
look comfortably warm and cozy
compared with the bare and
mayhap goose-pimply completions
of their American counterparts.
However, there is one region
in Which the French girls have
no protection against the cold.
They are absolutely bare-faced
from the forehead down to the
stomach. On the stage with the
rest of the anatomy heavily
clothed, the effect of this get-up
is about the same as meeting
an oncoming automobile . on a
dark highway at night. You know
the body is there but all you
can see is the headlights.
The show at this ' barn-big

Name of Voter

Address

nightry las long and. varied,
a sort of extended and glorified,
a sort of the Ed Sullivan Show.
The acts ranged from ice ballet
to a swimming pool scene, juggling to Swiss bell-rining, Jazz
to minstrel singing.
An Eye For Tourists
The title of the show, as near
as I could make out, was "C'est
Magnifique" and, apparently as
a concession to the American
tourist trade, one of the subtitles
read: "Avec Les Nitwits."
There were several funny acts,
at least one of which must
have been .put on by the hitwits.
The real humorous bit, however,
was not intended to be such.
It was the minstrel show routine
in which everybody broke into
a French-accent-version of "Waitin' For The Robert E. Lee."
You've got to see it in France
to appreciate it.
"How did you like the show?"
I asked a French lady in attendance.
"Sensas." she replied- It. de
oped t he sensas (pronounced
sahnsahs) is French slang for
sensational — and you may
have the word free of charge,
if you can do anything with it.

FIEMEHEM
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L. A. Story

FOR COUNTY COURT CLERK
Vote For One

Freeman Peeler .........

LI
LI

Randall B. Patterson

W. C. Robinson

Hafton C. Garner
Max Parrish
FOR MAGISTRATE
Hazel District
(Vote for one)
-

Oren Simmons
Roy Pool
W. D. Steeley

LI
LI
Eli

tive

Cos7
_

Namt of Voter
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SOCIAL CALENDAR

Mrs. John Ryan Is
Luncheon Hostess
For Garden Club

studen:s of Mrs. D. F. McConTuesday, May 7
Mrs. John Ryan was hostess
The Jessie Ludwick Circle of ne114till be held at the Woman's
at seven o'clock.
for a delightfully planned lunch- the Woman's Association of the Clug
eon given for the members and College Presbyterian Church will Those Taking part are asked to
guests of the Garden Depart- meet at the home of Mrs. L. A. be present by six-forty-five
ment of the Murray Woman's Moore at two o'clock.
o'clock.
• • ••
• ••
Club on Thursday; May 2, at
one o'clock in the afternoon.
Tuesday. May 14
The Delta Department of the
The luncheon was held prior Murray Woman's Club will meet - The expression pupils of Mrs.
.to the Flower Show at the club at the club house at seven-thirty Charlotte Whitnell will be presented in a recital' at sevenhouse on Thursday.
o'clock.
••••
thirty o'clock at the high school
Special guests were nee square
dances vv ho participated in the
Murray Assembly No. 19 Or- auditorium.
Klub Kapers for the Garden der of the Rainbow for Girls will
Department who were Mrs. Rob- hold its regular meeting at the
ert ttherton. Mrs. Maurice Crass, Masonic Hall at seven o'clock.
•• • •
Sr,. Mrs. Glindel Reaves, and
Group I of the CWF of the
Mrs. Whit Imes.
Also as special guests were the First 'Christian Church will meet
with • Mrs. Frank . Holcomb at
judges for the flower show
• Mrs. -3: C. Lamb was hostess
Mrs. John_ O'Connor of Bowling two-thirty o'clock.
i for the April meeting of the
••••
Green and her two ,guests, Mrs.
Group II of the First Christian Lynn Grove Homemakers Club
Olac Brewn, Mrs. A. 0. Woods,
and Mrs. Walter .Miller—and the Churchl will meet with. Mrs. P. held at her home on the Lynn
Grove Road.
general president of the Woman's 1 A. Hart at two-thirty o'clock.
•• • •
The meeting. was opened with
Club, Mrs. J. I. Hosick.
Miss Manon Crawford reading
Thursday. May 9
Mrs. E. S. Ferguson, chairman !
Group III of the First Christie* the scripture from Proverbs
of the Garden Department. presotere.-st_ it'. business jneeting. church will meet in the home t also the poem, "I Know ...BlameShe' expressed, her appreciation of Mrs. Maurice Ciass, Jr.- at thing good About _Tyne'
Mrs. Jim Scott,,iaresident. preto each one who has helped th • eight o'clock.
•• • •
ed the coming
sided ‘nd di
any way' during the past ,two •
Woodmen Circle Grove I26 events of " erest to. the club.
years when she served as chairThe
ain lsson oh "Fitting
will have a banquet at t h e
man
Joining 'Slip Covers" - was
Club House at six- a
The new officers of the de- Woman's
enftinstrated by Mrs. Vernon
o'clock.
partment are Mrs. E. C. Parker. 1 thiry
---4 Butterworth • and Mrs. L -e o n
,...."
.
_....
t'
Ch
Oliver
It•frs.
chairman;
.
• .Chambers.
5..-' fridaY. May 1.
-itargW..,:ar.ler--tricreivatorwmaebfinmallailk.-Itowere.
Time for pruning shrubs and
Ann Hasseltatte Class of
secretary: ,Mrs. Linton Clanton, • The
the Memorial aelSilst . Chtirch shade trees, care of - the lawn,
-treasurer.
will meet at,...the home of Mrs. • and the control of insects were
nd at seven o'clock. point
the landscape notes
Lester G
i
• ••
'
',lye& by Mrs. Bill Scott. o
Saturday. May 11
Refreshments were served to
e the fifteen members by the hosThe annual recital by •t
Edith Ann Was the name rhos
„tess. Mrs. Lamb, assisted by her
en by Mr. and Mrs. W
mother Mrs. Luther Rogers.
t City
Wesley Lowrey of Cal
tithing six
for their daughter.
pounds 10 ounc . born on SatMethodist'Church with. the pas,at the Murray
urday, Apr'
tor. Rs. W. L. Hill, reading the
Hospita
•
ceremony.
Following the wedding the rePlans have been completed for
- of Miss Jeanette ception will- be at 604 Poplar
A son. Charles Edward. weigh- the marriage
daughter of *r. and -Street. Murray, at five - thirty
ing- -seven pounds eight ouness. Paschall.
.
Paschall, to Harry o'clock in the afternoon.
• was born to Mr, and Mrs. Bass Mrs. Ellis W
All. relatives and friends of
son of Mr. and Mrs.
S. Derrington of Benton on Furches.
Furches.
, the couple are invited to attend.
Thursday. April 25. at the Mur- William R.
•• • •
The wedding vows will be
ray Hospital.
-olemnized on Sunday, June 2,
at 'four o'cloer in the afternoon
Pleasant Grove
at the South

House

Lynn Grove Club
Meets In. Home Of
Mrs. J. C. Lamb

Mg.

•••
•

.40‘

Dacron is a way of life!
A pretty way of Me — asel a radical we! Especially la die
summertime when NOMA 1104sso properties ase passime
la rly wskaase! AIy.s!le is trash It. la it drip-dry. Hese.

The famous
•

11-

Dacron dress with eyelet
embroidery and pearl butter's from neck to he Pink with

L,'Aigloss embellishes a slender

eeBR1Ee
at a flew,f

white embroidery; gee with solsici
2to 20%.$22911.
1
zes 10 to 20, 12/

Was $1.50

Miss Paschall And
Harry Furches To
Be Married SOOli

SING CROSBY GRACE ULU
FRAN% SINATRA

"HIGH SOCIETY”
ties AllisTIONC WM INS IMO

WEDNESDAY
and THURSDAY
MATINEE ONLY!

.
:
pia; 1awry

L'Aiglon

low: price

PERSONALS

Heir Weds Cook

•

NOW $1.15.
•

This sculptured sheath brief
offers a happy minimum of molded
nylon tricot to keep you cool

Woodmen Circle ToHave Banquet On
Thursday Evening

and comfy ... tie same fabulous
quality, custom fit, careful detail at
a new budget price. In Dawn

W......irns-n Circle G risvie----42-6
i will have a banquet Thursday
• evening. May 9. at 6:30 at thi
Woman's Club House. This will
be -held by way of celebrating
the winning of first place in the
I• state in the Outstanding Grove
'contest.
!
, Mrs.' Oneida Boyd, the president. will present to tbe glove
I the State Achievement Aw9rd.
...
white Bible. ,Ibe white satin
1.
altar cloth and velvet clrape
which she officially received fr.r
the grove at the state convention
from the National Directer.
The banquet tickets will be
$100. TelePlume Katie Martin
Overcast. I • '.•4-W . by Tuesci,,,.
-NT n in g f ! , , . rv o'••• .n5
-

Pink or White. Sizes 4 to 7 now il.15,

Sizas A os4 9 $1.50.

1
•

the

VA

The slip you love.. .
in delicious
new colors . . .

V

by
OPEN
SHOW STARTS .

6:301
7 15

TON1TE ONLY
/t
,
r-"EAN'

CMARL17:1

ON
PARKER—HEST
IN
TARA WA.11.47

On NEIN William Wallace M.in
III, 21, and ha breit, formerly
Mein family cook. leave St.
James Roman Catholic charch
in 'San Francisco after marr Ice. He's a Marine private.
7' bride, 24, is the forme r
:e Constantint. a German
trrin-agrant who haa beerlin ti.s
C. S. 15 months. Metres paren••
opposed them. (internotiona:i

E NAKED
:JUNGLE ,

\A same ideal lift you couldn't
hod to ,plrase at extra special
Mom on 'f%' Day. Shell
lose you for sniteeting Claus•ner
because she kniivs they're knit
(torn finest Twisted Nylon to
make them snag resiatam. Corn*
In, choose her Claussnes Hosiery
frOrN OW wonderful array d
i
salon.

the

,"•*.:siadir

k
THURS.

* r'RST RUN MURRAY *
MELD
WITH MOOD...
BLACK
WITH GLINSMOKE...

•

for, Mother's Day

BULOVA

A joy of a slip of nylon tricot
with gracefully non-demanding
lines and a bodice that
makes a point of flattery.
Note the permanent pleats and
fragile looking lace destined
to defy countless tubbings.
In pastels as soft as
the first Spring breeze, Navy,
Black and Whit..

.! ;1.35;$1.95

Tailored

Two
Was MESA
UNTIL
THE OUTCAST
BLEW INTO TOWN
•
LOOPING
FOR A PLACE
TO-QUENCH
N15 THIRST
AND COOL MIS
-1.10,ONG HO' GUN

Catalina
;•

Swim'
Suits

to

your proportions.
32 to 38 Short,
12 to 42 Average
and Tall at a

barber *tarts

Pretty Price

Heavy white cable shouldal
straps go to a deep

$8.9,

V•front and back. la a
fabulous Catalina knit of

N-4T*-4-C;NY
INN

PRISCILLA
17 mere,*
I d.wro.sds
imbliNksie •T',..^190NV
/3975

Laster arid Orlon!

These and So Many Other Lovely

MARTHA
WASHINGTON
•

S ye
,
s,
,
exper

Gifts From Which To Choose at...

Other Styles

Littletort's

from

$4950

L

LINDSEY'S

$10.95

0

1,

a
V
•
,•••••••••••.

•

•

_
a.
•

4
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J
Is per were

for one day, minimum of 17 words for 600 — Sc per word for three days. CloOolflod ads
are payabla in adyfutim.
Stroud Upholstry Shop.

M24C
For Magistrate, Hazel District: planning to build within the year
Roy Pool.
you may have this choice, well
SINGER SEWING Machine repFor City Judge: William H. located corner lot on black top
resentative in Muray. For sales,
"Jake" Dunn; Bob McCuiston.
street, near Murray State College
service and repair. Contact Mr.
MONUMENTS
for only $1300. Claude L. Miller
A.
T
Dugan,
N.
16th
Ex.
Phone
FURNISHED TWO or three bedMurray Marble & Granite Works,
Real Estate & Insurance. Phones
2250-J.
room house. Must be clean. Will
M24C
builders of fine memorials for
758 and 1058
M9C take a one year lease on proover half century. Porter White, GET T.V.-GUIDE delivered to
perty. For full information call
Mitager. Phone 121.
M27C your cloor each week for 150. GOOD 7 ROOM HOUSE, 2 baths,
Baucum Real Estate, phone 48,
Call Red Howe, Jr., phone 773. on large corner lot, 12th and
Hoyt Roberts 1447 or Bill Hall
MIOP
M7P Vine. Call 605.
M7C
NICE 2 BEDROOM House. Good 453,
FREE ESTIMATES on awnings
and venetian blinds. Call 1310. Good used gas range. Priced to SHANKLE'S. Tavern with dwel- location. Reasonable rent. Phone
sell quick. Call 1220-R.
combined
near
Cottage 1288. Ottis Patton.
M8C
M8C ling
YARDS TO MOW. Have power
Grove on Paris and Mayfield
GARAGE
APT.,
5
rooms,
mower. Experienced. Call Frank
electric
Jean Weeks, Hairstylist
WE CLEAN wallpaper, painted Highway. Doing good business. hot
water heater, utility room. Rickman, phone 1965, after 3:30
walls, rugs upholstery, hardwood Leon Shankle. Cottage Grove, See
at 202 S. 11th. Call 313.
p.m. Work permanent.
TFC
M8P
Now Located At
...and tile floors. Phone Jesse L. Tenn. Phone 27-X.
M8P
Tucker, 1936-W.
M9C TOR • -QUICK SALE, Boat and
— Charm Beauty ShoV
ed, ntWly WHEEL lel-TAIR with separate
motor. A- sea worthy barge and
44 600 Maple Street
POLITICAL ANNOUNCEMENT 51
/
2 h.p. Johnson. Used very lit- decorated, couple only. 1101 W. leg lifts. Phone 835, Mrs. Bill
M9C Nall.
M9C
tle. Both for $175. Zelna Carter, Main. Phone 1698.
Phone 374
The Ledger and Times is authMSC
phone 71.
For Appointments
orized to announce the following
HELP WANTED
persons as candidates in the BABY BED with mattress in
Democratic Primary, May 28, rood condition. Mrs. Henry Hol1957:
ton. Phone 136-W.
M9C WOMAN TO BUY cream on LOST: 512 H.P. "Sea elyer" out$325
, For clerk of the Court of ApWednesddys & Saturdays, Write board motor, between Murray
painted
BEA
Vilna
NEWLY
PER MONTH
peals: Doris Owens.
•
Box 288,- Evansville, Ind.
M7C and Cherry ebrner. Reward. Ph.
factory
red
and
white
16
foot
For State Representative: Owen
M8P
355-W. 103 South 10th.
SALARY
made
boat
with
canopy
also
12
Billington; Charlie Lassiter.
EXPERIENCED retail shoe sales
For Circuit Judge: H. H. Lovett. H. P. motor in A-1 condition, person. Write Box 32-W, giving
I PLUS BONUS
For Circuit Court Clerk: Mary real cheap at $245. Phone 682, age, experience, and reference.
One of the fastest progressing
Russell Williams; James H. Bla- Hugo Wilson Motor Sales. M9C
M7C
companies in its field will
lock.
Gertrude Thurman to Robert
have a representative interFor County Judge: Dewey Er: BUILDING-LOTS. 3 acre plot on MAKE $20 DAILY. Sell luminous
viewing men who hold the
Crass; Garland Neale; Waylon Lynn Grove Road. See Jones & nameplates. Free samples. Write Thornburg et ux, 160 acres.
Ida Darnell et ux to G. R.
following qualifications:
Reeves Co., Attlebdio, Mass,
Rayburn; Leon Hale.
Tatum, 106 Gatlin Building.
Parks,
50 acres.
1—Age 20 to 40.
MlIP
For County Court Clerk: RanM9P
2—Own automobile in good
dall B. Patterson; Barton C.
condition.
Garner.
GOING OUT OF business sale.
3—Willing to travel Monday
For Sheriff: Woodrow RickWe have all kinds of office
through Friday; home evman; Cohen Stubblefield; Harold furniture and fixtures which
lh, cry weekend.
Speight; Trellis ES4ges; A. A. we will sell at money saving
4 High School education.
"Red" Doherty
prices. $10,000 stock of shop
3—Available f o r immediate
For Jailer: Willard Gordon; equipment and fixtures. All of
employment.
Seth Cooper; Bryan Nanney; the best -brands and in good
Now Representing BMA In The
Apply in person.
Clyde Steele; Leo Carraway; working condition at around 50
Murray Area!
necessary.
No experience
Luther Suggs.
cents on the dollar. Must be
Thorough training is given by
For Magistrate, Murray Dis- sold by May 31. L. E. Dick
Etheridge show you how
Neil
Let
company and pay begins with
trict: K. B. McCuiston; H. M. Motor Co., your Nash Dealer,
you can get the most from your
training.
Workman.
insurance dollars with BAIA pro415 North 7th Street, phone
Interview%
Disconcord
Magistrate,
For
1TC
tection,
1213, Mayfield, Ky.
See
trict: Otis H. Bucy; Noel Warren;
MR. URBAN
brick,
Phone 1939-M
L. C. Byerly.
BY OWNER, 3 bedroom
10 am. to 3 p.m.
For Magistrate, Liberty Dis- beautiful natural birch cabinets.
720
1
2
Sycamore - Murray
Tuesday, May 7th
trict: Almon Willoughby; H. C. 604 Vine St. or phone 1343-W.
319 So. 7th Street
M9P
"Ramp" Ellis.
LIFE INSURANCE • ACCIDENT and HEALTH • GROUP
Ky. State Employment Office
For Magistrate, Wadesboro Disyou are
If
SPECIAL.
Mayfield. Kentucky
TODAYS
trict: Max Parrish.
HOSPITALIZATION • MAJOR MEDICAL • ANNUITIES

NOTICE

f

PAGE FIVE

STRAWBERRY PICKERS, LakeCARD OF THANKS
way Farm, Faxon Community.
Transportation arranged. Phone
We wish to express our, thanks
1050 or ID 6-3431.
M8C to our many kind friends and
neighbors, who were so nice
during the death of our beloved
HAVE OPENISero5r— ladies and
husband and father, Novel Mcgentlemen age 18-24, single.
Reynolds, who passed
away
Work with large reliable firm.
April 25 at Murray Hospital.
Immediate employment. High
We deeply appreciate all the
earnings, good future. See Mr.
and Mrs. Morris, National Hotel, beautiful flowers and the kind
Wednesday, 4:00 p.m.
1TP sympathetic words spoken by
Rev. Paul T. Lyles and Eerie
Mathis, who conducted the last
rites. We especially thank the
Max Churchill Funeral Home for

Wanted

the kindness in carrying out the
funeral arrangements. We wish
to thank all ,the doctors, nurses
of Murray Hospital and the
Paducah Police and police of
other neighboring towns. May
God bless each of }am who gave
to the memorial fund. We will
always feel grateful to you. May
you have the same love and
care as we had is the prayer of
wife and daughters.
•
. Mrs. Loise McReynolds
Mrs. T.'J. Kirks
Wanda Cable

Mass. County Sta
Baby Sitting ScholO1
WORCESTER, Mass.
—
Parents relaxing for an eve ing
away from the household 4ion
will feel more secure concerrling
the care of their children.
The Worcester County Saiety
Council has announced plans
to organize a six-session baby
sitting school to teach prospective sitters child care, safety,
procedure for emergencies first
aid, ethics and employers' obligations.

FOR SALE

FOR RENT

I

Lost & Found

I

Land Transfers j

This Man Can Help You
Plan For A Secure Future
NEIL W. ETHERIDGE

_1

Rae Foley's new mystery novel

ro-P

•

•••••••

1W

66 if rlT 11 V: MAPPFNED
• knoi. in.1
we all know 'yhispered. "I couldn't .;i.'p
l'••nillet-.n knew teurreone what men arc- he liked Nora betGarry carte in front the tt
to' i.e (111111 the night i 1
111., trad no,el know'. ter ot they wouldn't De engage.: , g room "Mi. we' e
fear tor ticiself Se had never had I mean. she didn't Weal LbgiL c.ciairneo with a touch 'if •ae.,
• ca,e on the wirld until she not
anyhow,
it
Stunk
we.her.
And
neas.
"I
WI
thought
you'd
be
tip
Young
an
Stuart
unemployed former
medi .o • L, 'ent Within fl.e weeks With Nora, then Nora must nave all hours."
they
• ..•"..ageti. Thee Stuart was been with St ua r t." Having
She saw Nora'!, pallor then, Ti
ted ' the murder of a young
Kendrick. Nor res clinched het point she looked eyes that were black and glazeo.
girl.
friends
beheted Stuart to be around tn uniphantly
almost blind, and her alien coy•
guilty 1. r they had also thought
Nora wondered if Olive Riddle ness dropped away. Briskly she
hint fer I.,n fortune hunter. Interested
JAM. of her wealth.
of the malice undressed the shivering girl and
1.4"ra I id testified at Stuart'. trial was fully aware
that he had been with tier on a plc- tions she was making. From the put her to bed, asking no quesIOC at Ow time Candy was killed. beginning she had resented Stuart 'vulg.
But N,rado cousin. Charles Deming,
swore that he had seen Stuart and ' but not because he was Stuart
Nora spun* only one. "Garry.
Candy d.;.-..ther Just before the sup- • She would have resented etivally did you ern:Ay the wastebasaet
m
The murder any man whom Nora decided to
pas d ie
m of the crime.
hapmned
e t
near the Connerticut Inn
-No, I didn't. Miss Pendleton.
run by Bert and diesel flu 'pp. distant marry. Hostility and ill will were
cousins of Nora s Charles' young I new experiences bet now the air The nurse said good night and
son. Frank, was there, and the !oral was thick. chokingly thick with gave het a cunous look.
druggist. Howard Ives. and Nora s
"You're going to sleep well. aunt. Olive Riddle, who had served hostility.
with Lawyer •:Finn' Black an Nora's;
Stuart reached out and drew ahe said firmly.
guard.erk
Whet she hart gone. Nora
As the story continues. Stuart has her down beside him, his arm
been acquitted and poin.e have re. around her, holding het close, net turned on her side and heard the
ease.
Mora
has
been
given
opened the
Only
sound ten times
a chsturbing reminder of the crime head resting. on nis shoulder cuckoo
by the delitery to her of an envelope Though his arm tightened reas. ten o'clock. and she naa come
containing • photograph of a laugh- sunngly. Ms face was troubled away on the night Stuart was
ing girl. signed 'Love from Candy.**
The room was uneasily silent freea had conic running and
Nora hid it before Stuart and Finn
arrived at the inn for dinner Be- for a moment and then Deming screaming. She had (lone that to
sides the relatives gathered around spoke. "If the girl was really re- Stuert. who loved her. And she
Nora there In Tonrt Jones. • intanyer
brought by the Deming.. Nora tells spectstrte, her family would have had not been able to stop nerselt.
of receiting the rown,voto signell by put In an appearance when she
What had nappened to. her,
Candy, and Finn arik• to see it. But
The photograph of Candy was
Nora finds her hiding place for the died."
photograph bare. . .
"She didn't have a family," real. She had that to cling to
Finn explained. "Oh, I believe Even ln the dark she could con- CHAPTER 7
there is an uncle somewhere jure up the vivid laughing face.
IIEN Nora re-entered the liv- abroad. That's all."
the rcrawled, "Love from Candy."
ing room she went straight
"Well, suppose we get down to But someone had found the picto Finn, put a shaking hand on facts and procedures." Deming ture and taken it away and no
his arm. "The picture is gone and said impatiently. "When the po- one believed her, not even Finn,
the envelope, too."
lice come, we want to be in the not even Stuart. They thought
"Where did you leave them'?" clear."
she had -Crossed that tenuous
"I dropped the envelope in the
Finn's face hardened. -When borderline, between what is real
WrLstebasket and hid the photo- the police come you're In the and what is unreal, and they
graph behind a lithograph on the soup. Charles. Don't kid yourself. were afraid for her.
Tension crawled along her
wall."
As I told you, I'm here for one
There was a curious stillness in purpose and one purpose only. To spine, tightened her stomach
the room. Finn's eycs seemed to protect Nora's interests. And muscles, made her head feel odd
probe into the very corners of she's In no condition to continue and congested. It was going to
her mind. She had hidden it? this tonight. Now you go get be a bad night. She was going to
Why?'
some sleep, honey. And just re- dream again.
From long habit she tried to
"I don't know," Nora said help- member this. When you are queslessly. "It just seemed—"
tioned, answer only what you are switch her mind into safe chan"Well, of all the absurd things asked." He ad :ecl sharply. "Wake nels, to keep it on the track ot
to do!" Olive said. "Sometimes I up, Nora! This is no time for what was real. Stuart was downstairs, alive and free. tomorrow
think you are really getting men- dreaming. Is that clear?"
tal."
She nodded. But nothing was lay ahead. They would be toFinn, seeing Nora's sudden pal- clear. She began to shake. She gether, wipe out the memory of
lor, put his arm around tier. "All pulled away from Stwirt's re- tonight, start over again She was
right, honey. You've had a tough straining arm and stumbled 'to smiling when she fell asleep,
day. Too much strain for anyone her feet. If she stayed a moment. smiling when she began to dream.
But soon she was struggling
to take. You're positive you really longer she was going to laugh or
in a frenzy and her chest seemed
cry or scream.
saw this picture?"
She shook off Stuart's hand, about to burst. Nora fought
"Yes," Nora choked, "I'm posiignored Finn's sharp, "Don't be madly for breath. throwing hertive. Garry brought it to me."
Finn drummed his fingers a fool, Nora!" She lurched against self (torn side to side, kicking
against the sandstone mantel. He Tom Jones whose chair was savagely, arching her chest for
was not looking at Nora, care- propped against the door. He the air it needed so desperately.
This was no dream. Something
fully not looking at Nora. 'I was swinging a bright medal idly
covered her face, flattened her
don't like this. It looks to me as on a watch chain.
"Don't do that!" she screamed nose. Then the pressure relaxed
though someone didn't like Nora
very much; as though someone at him and ran headlong up the and her hands tugged at the pillow-which had been pressing over
was reminding her Candy's mur- stairs to her room. •
• •
her head. She pulled it off and
der had not been aolved."
Nora cloned the door of her hurled It /171 the floor, drawing
`lNora!" Olive said with her
littidecream. "But how silly can bedroom and sagged against it, great sobbing breaths of air into
you get. Finn? Why should Nora hands pressed to her burning her tortured lungs.
(To Be Continued)
kili the girl? Even if Stuart did cheeks. "I couldn't help It," she

NV
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The Studebaker Commander, one of 18 different models

Before you Invest in any car this year, check all the extra value
Studebaker offers: exclusive Twin Traction, with drive power in both
rear wheels ... low silhouette styling, with headroom to spare,.. the
luxury ride of variable-rate springing... six power choices, with traditional Studebaker economy ... Craftsmanship that protects your investment, mile after mile, year after year. See your dealer today,

Studebaker-Packard
CORPORATION
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MIDWAY MOTORS

Hiway 641 So. - Murray Ky.
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by Ernie Bushmillas
I WANT
1
YOU TO TELL _ YOUR
AUNT FRITZ, YOU
WERE BAD TODAY

_
••• C4.
c"
.'.""
IOR

-7.•

•'.*

41b,

by Raebure Van Buren

-AatilitlE an' &Ail

IF A MERE WHISK* OF
WHAT I (CHOKE) DIO TO EARN
THE LOATHSOME NAME OF...
ITCH WERE TO REACH THE
BOARD OF EDUCATION...

...I CULONT GET A JOS AS
JANITOR IN A REFORM SCHOOL,
LET ALONE (SOB) KEEP MY
POSITION AS PCINCIPAL
OF THIS HIGH
SCHOOL

IM NOT THE 7,'ITLING KIND —
UNLESS 1M DRIVEN OUT O'MY
SENSES BY CERTAIN
MEMBERS (YAW FAMILY
BEIN' HURT,'

LinE, FOR
I
NSTANCE- I
ROCKY RIDGE, I
MY NIECE;

q 'yr
••
. 5 ••• ,*11--,•Il • ,',t,,,,..,. I
Cava 1051 a•ll•••••11F••*••• Sr•d•••••,

by Al Capp

LIL' ARNFR
SOME COARSE LOUT
/Ou HAS A TOO AMONG,

WE MUSL1 AVE ABSOLUTE QUIET!!
I %/ILL NOT INSULT OUR GUEST
WIZ A NOISY GUILLOTINING er.r

LOUDLY TICKING WATCH!!

IT IS

DONE
ARE
YOU
SATISFY 7

p.
fry
-

STILL I HEAR
NO
A "TICK -TOCW,..7.
SOMEONE IS CONCEALING
A wATCH,13UT I WILL J-2
FIND IT.r.r—

•••

0

C

-

•
C

•
•

p.
4

f
•
"4.
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HAFTON C. GARNER
Candidate For

Counts Court Clerk

Appeals To The Voters

Softening Is
Reported By
Soviets

Phil Silvers winds up the Phil is throwing
shooting of his Sgt. Bilko's seriei, pretzels outing in
this week in Manhattan. As a next Tuesday.
present for the whole citiw. "Valiant Lady"

T

h. Channal Swim

By WILLIAM EWALD
United Press Staff Correspondent

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

NEW YORK 111, — The channel
swim . . .
"Kukla, Fran and 011ie," one
of TV's veterans, plays its last
stanza on the ABC-TV network
By CHARLES N. McCANN
June 7. ABC-TV will offer a
United Press Staff Correspondent
sports show next fall in place
Soviet Russia seems to be of the Kuklapolitans.
"Blondie" goes out the NBCgradually softening its attitude
oward a satisfactory disawna- TV revolving door next fall.
Betty Furness will trade her
ment inspection system.
It has now offered a plan ice cubes fur greasepaint on
under which large areas of the "Studio One" May 13 when she
United States. Western Europe stars in "Babe in the Woods."
and the Soviet Union would Jody McCrea will also grace
t•ei open to aerial survey.
the cast — he's the son of Joel
Agreement on such a system McCrea.
,if inspection is a necessary first
Everybody but the :log in the
tr.ip toward any . disarmament "Lassie" cast fi getting the pink
treaty. as a guarantee against slip for next season. Harry Belacheating.
fonte, who has caught fire this
Russia's new offer, made at year. will do a 90-'minute spec
the United- Nations Disarrtiament on CBS-TV or ABC-TV next
Conference in London, can hardly semester,.
ea-04411.d-Guy--Mitithe11-dreill
Foe instance, inspection planes on "Person to Person" May 10,
photographis eq ui pm en t but he doesn't know it yet. He's
would be permitted to fly over. enroute to the United States
Alaska. the entire United- States from Australia ,— Guy's wife,
west of the Mississippi River. Else, gave the go-ahead to Ed
and most .of Western Europe.
Murrow.
_
Areas Equal #10In Paper
"Tic Tac Dough". is branching
They would fly over most out to British TV where it'll
'1 Communist Eastern Europe, be re-titled "Naughts and C.,riaivery small part of western ses." "You the Jury," emceed
Russian and a large part of by Jim McKay, looks like a
Siberia.
hot contender for a CBS-TV
On paper, the Russian proposal daytime slot.
an
of
cats for the opening up
!equal area of Soviet and AmeriT can territory, including Alaska,
and most of Allied Western Europe.
Actually, the whole of Alaska,
a great part of the United States
:Ind nearly all of the highly
ndustrialized countries of Allied
Western Europe would be open
Russian inspection.
But almost all of western
Russian, containing the greater
t . of Soviet war industries._
would remain closed territory.
This pronosal, in its present
form, is obviously unsatisfactory.

37—Relating to am
stars
40—Chaldean city
41,3lore exact
43—Parties
45—Wheel teeth
47—Edible fish
43-4.'ommon sens•
60—Meditate
63—In music. high
54—More
domesticated
66—Silkworm
67—Baker's
In °duct
613—Squander
65—Male sheep

ACROSS

1—In what way?
'I— Ma's name
5—Headgear
12—Ventil5te
13—Creek letter
14—Number
16—Open spaces to
forest
17—Peal:it In Ice
IX—Small bird
20—Read
21—Reveleis by
birth
24— l% ipe out
25—Compass point
23—liespot
31—ReCellt
32—Girl's narn•
3I—Anger
35—Fermtle deer
36—Crimson

2. 7/415

3.

32

A
7/7
.
0
C4.

•••

ma or

21.

7

sz

59

..••• 6•••••••
1.••• II. MOW 11,

I feel that this should be my time to be elected. as you know I was defeated by a small majofity
four years ago and tried to take the defeat like a
man. Certainly, Time About Is Fair Play. My opponent is a good man and has made a good clerk, but
as far as I can remember all the County Clerks we
have had hai-e been good clerks. I can be a good
clerk toO.
The office of County Court Clerk is an office
of the people of Calloway County and is given to the
elected officer by the people of Calloway County. I
do not think any family should have a monopoly.
My opponent has had the County Court Clerk's office for four years. his Father was Sheriff for four
years. hi.s Grand Father was al'-o Sheriff for four
years.1Three generations given offices by tae people
of Calloway County. Surely no one family deservemore. I thinle;A'three of them made good officer.
but the County Offices are a gift of the peop!,- in
should go around to deserving people.
-need axid want to be elected, won't you
please vote for me this time. Again I waRt.to thank
my friends for the help and encouragement they
are giving me.

4—Verse
6—Printer's
measure (OA
I—Symbol for
tellurium
T—ProtectIng

._

ATHLETE'S FOOT GERM
HOW TO KILL IT.
IN ONE HOUR,
If not pleased, your 405 back at

shapping up as the Sunday re- any drug counter. This STRONG
placement for "Circus Boy."
germicide sloughs off infected
NBC Opera will present Wag.
skin. Exposes more germs to Its
ner's "Die hteistersinger" and killing action. Use instant-drying
Poulenc's "Dialogues of the Car- T-4- L day or night. Now at
melites" next sea so n. Hank Holland Drug Company.
Bloomgarden of "Twenty one"
Is getting the woo treatment
Chet Huntley and Dave Brinkfrom Warner -Bros.
Max H. Churchill
ley will be switched to an!
Funeral Home
earlier quarter hour segment on '
NBC-TV next season. Dennis
Superior Ambulance
James signed on for 13 more
Service - Equipped
weeks of NBC-TV's "Club 60,"
with Oxygen
but with a four-week "escape"'
— Friendly Service —
-clause - ABC-TV wants Dennis
vailable for a new
to stay
311 N. 4th St. Ph. 98
es.
afternoon

play
• Ott r
10—Collection of
facts
II—Writing
Implement
16—Food program
13-00,1,1ess of
healing
2I—A pat bet k•
23—Flower
24—Frill rakes
26—Cits In Korea
27—Pitchers
:In—:Roman tyrant
33—Instruct
3- Jargon HAI
34—Agreement
34-1-1ine of h•ssts
42—Dawn goddess
44—Snake
46—Bresk
suddenly
,.11—Knock
41—Man's name
60—F,rIto= u re for
anIrmila
51—P,irlisi of time
63—Filee
C5--- Pronoun

Murray Lumber Co. Inc.
"EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAV
Mope
_104 fe4Lat.

202

SCOTT DRUG CO.
"PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS"
•
Phone 433

Corner at 4th & Main

'sad

CarCrorlindianapolis 500 Mile Race

eciall)eals '

cidentally.

openihi
!upIntheirtheir reluctance toinspection,
territory for

Soviet leaders are not only trying to conceal their war.txnential.
Allied inspection planes, with
remarkably

21

7..

55

ICIGIU

tari1515171

sq

I little the Soviet government seems
to be corning around to admitting the necessity for an efficient
means of inspection.
I That is a big concession for
the Russian Communist leaden
j to make Russia always has been
one of the most secretive countries in the world. That was
true even under the czars, in-
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Red Concession Seen
Its first importance. however,
pies in the, fact that little by

I am making a sincere effort to see every
voter in Calloway County, if I have not seen you and
solicited your vote and influence I am still trying to
see you before May 28th. should I fail to see you it
witt-itot-he heeausai I have not. tried_

E
S

1—raly, old
woman
2-zIalbricat•
3—Anger

Pace
157'nercury Selected as

I want to take this opportunity, while in the
middle of the campaign for County Court Clerk, to
thank you for the warm reception and wonderful
encouragement you are giving me in my effort to be
elected to this coveted office.

Answer to Yesterday's Puaule

mom
maim mum
mu! immEn
ammumrimminam
21

a beer-and-CBS-TV. Ditto "Wire ServicC"
Central Park at ABC-TV and "Circus Boy"
at NBC-TV. "Sally," a situation
is shaky at comedy with Joan Caulfield, is

to everyone who takes

penetrating

photographic equipment, would
eteaknesses as weir
I able fo
as strengths in Russia's industrial
facilities.
! Allied optimism has been growing since the U N Disarmament
.-Subcommittee. on which t h e

Cr

`711=11M MECO

PACE CAR RIDE

United States. Canada. Great
Britain, France and Russia are
represented. started its current

•••

.
meeting March 18.
Optimism Warnings
Authoritative informants at the
London meeting are now warning against too much optimism.
Such warnings are justified in
view of Russia's record of evasion on the inspection isstle.
But the Russian attitude does
seem to be softening.
One reason, as hay been pointed out, undoubtedly is the growing. alarm - of the Soviet government over the threat presented to it -by'-'..Allied bases in
Europe, North Africa and Asiatic
Turkey - bases from which
nuclear missiles is well as nuclear bomb-carryitliplanes could
attack.
The Soviet alarm can -hardly
have been lessened, by the firm
way • in which its threats to Allied
r•ountries of dire retaliation have
been rejected.
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MONKEY BUSINESS
NORTH VERNON. Ind. -4R-

Sincere I:

,

se
th

A

HAFTON C. GARNER

local automobile dealer with
a slogan. "We're ,Read' to Trade."
took in a monkey as part pay-

To celebrate Mercury's Pace Car honors, we're out to make May the

ment on a car.
When doing housework, wear
comfortable. fatigue - reducing,
low-heeled shoes with rubber on
• .n soles.

by RYAN MILK CO. Grade A Division

and give you the absolute top trade-in allowance. (We need good
used cars.) Then we'll arrange terms so easy that anyone who can
afford any new car can make the move to a new Mercury. But hurry
_this special offer is limited to May only.

•

)*
44

463
mi

Exclusive Mercury Dream-Car Design
Biggest size increase in the industry
122-inch wheelbase
Picture window visibility
4-way power choice-up to 335 hp
Exclusive Floating Ride
Swept-back ball-joint front
suspension
• Thermo-Matic 4-barrel carburetor

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

smaller profit per car and pass the-savings on to you. While you're
. around town, we'll appraise your present car
test-driving a Mercury

DAIRY BABY

of
be

LOOK AT THESE
PACE-SETTING FEATURES:

best selling month in our history. This is big volume, so we-take a

to
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with DREAM CAR DESIGN

WILSON MERCURY SALES
I knew it, Mom and Pop just
wanted to taste My Sunburst Milk:

have to call 191 for two
extra bottles each delivery-

Who Could atop

with

a „!

taste?

515 So. 12th St.

Murray, Kentucky

Phone 730
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Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
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The City
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The County
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with
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IN OUR 78th YEAR

Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, May 8, 1957

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

Vol.' LXXVIII No. 110
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. Local Units To Observe
ed Forces Week- May 16

Funeral Of Mrs.
Evan4. las Morulay,

The funeral of Mrf Ella Evans,
age 79, pased away on Saturdey
at 4:30, was held on Monday
at 2:00 p.m. with Bro. Don Kester
conducting. The funeral was held
at the Seventh and Poplar Church
of Christ building.
'Mrs. Evans• was ill for three
weeks before her death. She
County. *
was born and raised in Calloway
Survivors include one daughter
Mrs. Alma Steel of Murray route
five; three sons Bob of Murray
route five, Leon of Paducah
route three, and Buster Evans
of Murray. Also surviving are
fifteen grandchildren and eighteen
great grandchildren..
Burial was in Hicks cemetery.
The J. H. ChUrchill Funeral
Home was in charge.

Projects .Axe

Fathers llect
Approved For With Scouts
onstruction

MTS FFA Record
Are Judged

Light,Dockeitis Seen As_Qnly
Six Indictments Are Made

The Murray Training FFA recently held their annual record
book contest. The winners were
•
The Murray State College a display by the 101st. Airborne
Byers; second,
The Father's of Troop 45 met first, Charles
Calloway. Circuit Court started Isy -the officials of the county,
ROTC, the Murray Army Ad- Division of Fort Campbell. These
with ;he Troop in the basement Charles Tutt; third, Wayne Ezell; the May session Monday with as well as all
visory Committe, the Murray displays will be on exhibit all
offenses of which •
Ralphfouth,
Oliver;
fifth,
Robof the Methodist church Tuesday
Judge H. H. Lovett presiding.
they have personal knowledge,
Civil Defense Unit, and reserve day. Also, reservists in Calloway
ert Barrett. _.
evening,
The
fur
She
first
meettose
Gessertment
eS,
of
Highways'
The
Grand
sand
Petit • juries and they bees cattle.,-eentrited
units in the area will combine County( est
.1:-.;:..2467 • af
- The books were' judged by
toda y notified Representative the new charter year. '
were selected on MorIciay with indictments, discussed, or referred •
for a special Armed Forces Week an active unit in another city;
Wayne Williams, District FieldThe:
new
junior
Owen
leaders
Bilington,
and
were
Highway
the Petit jury being dismissed to the next Grand Jury all of
program May 16, which will have been asked to wear uniCommissioner Ralph McCuistion instal*, they were; Senior Pa- man, Division of Soil and Water, until .called. The Grand jury such offenses.
%lint out local efforts toward forms.
Resources. Williams stated that
trol
Igader,
Woody
that
the
Herndon,
relocation and prelimiwas in session Monday - a n d
Respectfully submitted
rational defense.
Organizations and individuals
nary surveys wil start on three Troop ,'Scribe, ..Joe Overby. Junior he was honored to judge the Tuesday and rendered a report
Calloway County Grand Jury,
Also included in the program, that will present awards are:
books
and
four
put
hours
in
assistabt
Scoutmaster,
projects in Calloway County this
Larry Buxtoday to Judge Lovett.
May, 1957.
which will take place on the Reserve officers' Association of
ton, Quartermaster Gerald Mc- examining them.
week.
The docket will be light this
By: E. F. Settle, Foreman
Court House Square in Murray, the United States, Department
Charles
Byers
receive
will
a
They are; the old Concord - Nutt, Librarian, Joe Witherspoon,
term, will' only six indictments
On Tuesday the court was to
will be the annual ROTC Awards of Kentucky; Association of the
plaque. Charles Tutt will receive
BoYdsville road, starting at Mid- Patrol leaders, James Wilson,
being returned..
ear the case of James King
Day, in which outstanding Mur- United States Army; Calloway
identification
bracelet:an
way on U. S. 641 and extending Jimmy Smith,' Harold ShoemakThe report made by the Grand vs Murray Memorial Gardens,
ray State ROTC students are County Post, No. 5638 of the
The record books were judged
approximately twelve miles to er and Jerry Adams.
a case continued from the last
jury is as follows:
presented medals, plaques, rib- Veterans of Foreign Wars; the
completeness,
neatness,
and
on
Scoutmaster Cleo Sykes and
Ky. 97 near Bell City; the Salem
We, the members of the May term. The case was settled out
bons, and certificates by Murray Lions Club; Murray Camp, Woodto
is
contest
held
The
accuracy.
church - Coldwater road begin- Scout Executive Hugh Miller disclubs and fraternal groups, civic men of the World; Young Busiencourage FFA boys to keep 1957 Grand Jury of the Callo- of court.
ning at Salem church and ex- cussed with the Father's the
way Circuit Court. respectfully
leaders, and military organize- ness Men's Club; the Rotary
better farm records..
tending to 121 near Coldwater, activities of the Scouts for the
submit the following report:
ins
Club; Chapter 30, Disabled Amenew
year.
the
and
Kirksey
Alm°
road
I .
wMurray Mayor George Hart rican Veterans; Post No. 73,
Joe Berry of Berry Insurance
frren KIrksey, east approximately
We return six (6) indictments
will be principal speaker for the American Legion: the Wendell
briefed
the
group
on
a
Special
two
miles to the Penny road.
II
program. County Attorney Robert Oury Chapter, Daughters of the
All three' -of' these projects Blanket -Scout accident Policy
After being impaneled as the
0. Miller is head of the Army American Revolution; the Murthat
IS
now
available
to all
have been approved for Federal
By ROBERT IRViN
Grand Jury, certain information
Advisory Committee, and County ray Chamber of Commerce; the
The Junior Class 'of Kirksey
came to our 'attention with refJudge Waylon Rayburn in head Junior Chamber of Commerce; United Press Staff Correspondent Aid which will make their cost Scouts for only a Dollar and
Hish
will
the
Schol
present
anTwenty
Five Cents a year.
DETROIT (tr - The new Edsel to the State of Kentucky only
erence to an alleged incident and
of the Armed Forces Day Com- the Murray State Chapter of
nual class play on Tuesday evenone half the original cost.
distrubance which appears to
mittee.
Pershing Rifles; Scabbard and.eutomobile, scheduled for introing,
o'clock
May
at
8:00
14,
A contract for construction
have occurred during the Sunday
A departure from recent Arm- Blade; the Mayor of Murray; duction late this year, can't be
The play is a farce-comedy in
classified as a big brother of on Twelth St. in Murray has
levening and night of May 5,
ed Forces Day programs in which and Mrs. Holmes Ellis.
three
"Professor,
entitled
acts
The final week of school has
the Ford, or a littleb rother of also been awarded the Middle
11957, in a community (in the
only military units from Fort
The sixth grade of Faxon How Could You!" The action East side of the county and been prepared by the seniors of
West Roads Co. of Louisville
the Mercury.
ampbell were brought to Murtakes
college
a
place
small
in
The car, Ford Motor Co.'s according to an announcement School and their teacher Mrs.
South of State Highway Ni). Lynn Grove High School.
ray, the affair will begin at
town in the spring of the year
On Friday evening May 10,
entrant into the medium-priced by Robert Humphreys, Commis- Estelle Outland, were visitors
121. We desire to formally report
3 p.m. when the complete Murwhen all young people begin
today at the Ledger and Times.
field, is all new from its oval sioner of Highways.
ray State ROTC unit will begin
to the Court and to the public the seniors will present their
The class indicated interest in to fall in love. In thise case, it generally that we have thorough- play "Here Comes Charlie." The
The company submitted a low
grille to its distinctive trunk.
a mile-long parade from the
is necessary for the young profproduction will be held at 8:00
It has been learned the Edsel bid of $8,341.54. The contract the United Press teletype macollege campus to the downtown
essor to secure a wife or fiancee ly investigated int9, this alleged o'clock.
will come equipped with double calls for Bituminous Concrete chine, the linotype machines and
area.
but
incident,
have
that
.we
been
On Sunday evening May 12
other phases of the newspaper. within three days. The com- totally unable to secure any
headlights, a split front bumper Surface Class I 1.048 miles.
After arrival there at approxThey were given demonstra- plications' that arise when his information from which a valid at 8:00 o'clock the Baccalaureate
awl wrap-around grille. The cenimately 3:30 the troops will be
tions on how cuts were cast into friends promote various available Indictment might be returned. services will be held. The girl's
ter of the grille is oval shaped,
fdrmed and Mayor Hart will
metal. and how t h e modern ladies' are very entertaining. An We do ,.commend, however, that trio and the glee club will prespeak. The Perishing Rifles drill
similar in design to the sports
Ludlow typesetting machine is English butler; a chippery grand the astitSS.S f dne
sesic and Bro. Wilteam will follow with an exhibipeace offic- sent the l
Calloway County won two dis- car of another automaker.
Leasok:- sweet little old grandHam Winuene of the Salem Bapoperated.
Von, after which the awards trict champions at the District
The company itself has released
mother and an audacious, spirited ers in this county give particular tist church will give the devotion.
Bro.
Connie
will be presented to conclude Rally in Mayfield, Saturday,
Burton
will preach
girl, quick in her enthusiams attention to the persons and
May no details of the Edsel's design.
The sermon will be brought
FOOD DISTRIBUTED
the program.
A spokesman would only say at the Pleasant Valley Church
4
and to anger, help to get the circumstances surrounding t h e by Bro. Henry Hargis of the
of
Christ
Sunday at 11:00 am.
Another feature of the day 'Sandra Bedwell was champion "the Edsel is easily recognized
Surplus food suprilies will be Professor quj,te befuddled and alleged incident. (of which they
Williams Chapel Church of Christ.
Bro. Burton will speak the distributed Friday, May 10th in
}vitt be display booths by re- on her demonstration
already have personal knowledge)
of Sand- from front, side and rear. It is
aggravated.
Mrs. Erwin and her music stusecond Sunday in each month back of Tabers Upholstery Shop
cruiting forces in the area. and wiches to Freeze. Robert
citizens"
good
order
that
in
distinctive
the
being
without
ostentaYoung
Danny Darnell. Linda Hale,
dents. both instrumental a n d
rer rather than first Sunday betwen thenours of 9:30
community
of
be
may
that.
not
tious."
a.m
and Larry Rhodes were champand Dorothy Parker, Gerald Rale,
vocal will have their recital on
The car will be introduced as he has previously been doing. 4:30 p.m
ions on their team demonstration
Bobby Hall. Jean Parker, Shirley disturbed in the future by rowdy May 14 at 8.00 o'clock.
of
disorderly
conduct
those
and
about
15,
production
while
Sept.
"Livestock Conservation."
Wilkerson, Earl Neale, Leona
The commencement exercises
Other contestants were: Donna is scheduled to start in mid-July. •
Lawrence, and Eddie Collie will who might be inclined to so will be held on Thursday evening
themselves.
behave
prototype
few
have
models
A
Ruth Grogan. demonstration on
represent their class as the charMay 16 at 8:00 o'clock. Bro.
Iii
Frozen Salad and How to Deco- been built at a plant outside •
acters.
Hoyt Owen of the Lynn Grove
Court
to
report
the
also
We
rate it for Different Occasions; Detroit.
A good evening's entertainment
Methodist church will conduct
inspected the
Fenders on the Edsel, which
June Foy, demonstration on yeast
will be given by the class and that we have
the devotion. The boys quartet
rolls and six Different Ways to Is costing Ford some 250 million
they would like to see the public physical property owned a n d will sing "Halls of Ivy" and
maintained by Cafloway County
Shape Them: Annette Palmer, dollars to put on the market.
as their guests. Mrs. Lillie Farris'
Charles Story will sing "He" as
including the entire Courthouse.
speech on Parents Part in 4-H will be concave, with a slight
First Grade Rhythm Band will
a solo.
I
jajl, County Health CenCounty
The list of winners in the Moore; 2. Mrs. 011ie
Club Work; Ronnie McCage, dem- ''torpedo" bulge leading to the
Brown; 3. furnish music between the acts
Barkley Jones, a former grawhich
Home
County
and
the
ter
Garden
tail
lights.
Department,
Murray
WoMrs.
L.
E.
Fisk,
Prevention
onstration on
of Eroduate of the school will deliver
The Murray Training School
is maintained for indigent citizens
The indented portion of the man's Club, Flower Show held
Class E, Pink. I. Mrs. 011ie
sion by Cover Crops. All of
the address.
Orchestra wil feature the folCounty.
inOur
Calloway
of
last
sweeps
week.
fenders
the
around
trunk.
were
released
Brown.
today
these received blue ribbons.
The public is invited to attend
lowing full orchestra numbers
that
vestigation
of
shows
all
while the back-up lights are by the iudges. The show. entitled.
Class F. Bi-Color, 2 Mrs. 011ie
these services.
at its Annual Spring Concert;
these buildings and facilities are
centered s in the tail lights, as Approach to Slimmer. Fen With Brown.
1The Dance of the Clowns" being, maintained in a highly
Flowers. was held at the Woman's
'
on this year's Ford.
Class G, Plicate - Stitched, 2.
satisfactory manner. We would
"Plimsky Korsakow; "Russian SaA chrome strip slides down- Club House last Thies-day..
Mrs. Olin Moore; 3. Mrs. L. E.
suggest, however, that the Fiscal
ilor Dance" - Gliere; "Over the
ward from the double headlights
Judges were Mrs. John O'Con- Fisk.
Court consider the expenditure
Rainbow" - Harburg, and "On
to the indented fenders. The nor. Mrs. 011ie Brown, Mrs.
Class
H.
Misc.
Color,
I.
Mrs.
Monday's complete record folfront panel slopes.down to meet Walter Miller arid Mrs. A. 0. Olin Moore; I. Mrs. Gordon
the Trail" - Grote.
Ike Wilkinson, age 83, passed of a comparatively small amount
lows:
The t w ri graduating senior
the rising rear quarter, similar Woods.
away yesterday at 5:30 at the of money to paint portions of
Moody; I. Mrs. 011ie Brown.
Cense
35
members of the orchestra will
The winners in the various
to some General Motors' models.
Mdrray Hospital folowing._ an the interior.' and especially the
II
Tulips
Adult Beds
65
A company spokesman said the categories are as follows:
be presented in solos with orchClassA Doubles, I. Mrs. L. A. Illness of three weeks. He had main dining area, at the CalloEmergency Beds
30
Eckel will be a full middleestra accompaniment Miss Ruetbeen in failing health for the way County Farm. •
Arrangements
se Moore.
Patients Admitted
6
1V
priced car "with four series and
la Overby will be the piano
Class I Fun With Flowers '1.
Class B Single, 1. Mrs. 011ie past four years.
Patients Dismissed
3
The Grand Jury would now
18 models." Only General Motors' Mrs. C. C. Farmer: 2. Mrs. Hum- Brown; 2. Mrs. Henry Hargis.
soloist in a Clementi SonaSina.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilkinson had
Citizens
New
1
Buick matches the price range phrey Keys; 3. Mrs. Linton Clanbeen married for the past twenty- finally report that they have
Miss Prudence McKinney will
III Narcissi
Patients admitted from'Friday
The Murray Tigers advanced
investigated into all offenses of
of the Edsel.
three years.
perform "Serenade," a clarinet
ton.
900 A.M. to Monday 300 P.M.
Mr. Wilkinson was born and whatever nature which have to the finaLs of the District High
solo by Purcell.
Class 2 Daybreak 1. Mrs. M. 0.
Claes A Single. 1 Mrs. M. 0.
Mrs. James Hendrick. Rt. .1,
lived all his life in the New been brought to their attention Scheel Baseball play - offs by
The fifty-one voice third grade
Wrather: 2., Mrs. Gordon Moody. Wrather; 2 Mrs Walter Miller.
Benton; Mrs. Nannie Adams, Rt.
trouncing Murray Training 8-3
Concord community.
choir will present "America," "I'll
Class 3 The Quick and the
IV Azaleiti
3, Hazel; Mrs. Gus Haley. Rt.
last night at Holland Stadium.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Give You a Paper of Pens," and
Dead. I. Mrs. Gordon Moody;
Class B. Large Flowered. 1.
1, Alma; Mrs. Lowell Hagler
The win was Murras's second
2. Mrs. Hugh Houston; 3. Mrs. Mrs. Walter Miller: 2. Mrs M. 0. Sallie Calhoon Wilkinson of Mur"My Home in Montana." Each
and baby girl. 420 S. 10th St.,
in the tournament and will perray route three; one daughter.
Theer 4,111 he a plant bed L. A. Moore.
selection will be accompanied by
Wrather; 3. Mrs 011ie Brown.
Murray; Mrs. Ruby Carl Chambmit them to 'meet Benton for
Mrs. Bill Dunn of Murray, three
the M. T. S. Orchestra.
tour Thursday morning. May 9
Class 4 Fancy Free 2. Mrs.
V Roses
ers and baby girl. Rt. 2, Benton;
the championship game tonight
step-sons. Sam Calhoun of MurDuring the concert, a member
It wil begin at James Harris Olin Moore; 3. Mrs. Gordon
Mrs. Gcrrell English and baby
Class A Species. 2. Mrs E. S. ray, Charlss Calhoon of Evansat 7:30. Thee-Indians nosed out
of the Murray Lion's Club will
farm at Lynn Grove at 8:30 Moody.
girl. Rt. 6. Benton; Mrs. Jimmy a.m.; then to 011ie Workman's,
South Marshall .6-5 yesterday in
Class 5. Sunny Day 1. Mrs. Ferguson; 3. Mrs. M. 0. Wrather. ville, J. C. Calhoon of yupelo,
be present and present the traThe Sigma Department of the eight innings
Butterworth and baby girl, Rt.
Class B Florabunda, I. Mrs. Mississippi; four sisters Mrs. Elin advancing to the
ditional Anion Foundation Award
one mile rforth of North Pleasant E. S. Ferguson; 2. Mrs. M. 0.
Murray Woman's Club requests
Murray; Master Norman Dyer Grove
M. 0. Wrather.
len Miller of the county, Mrs that anyone interested in register- finals.
at 9:30 and then to Per- Wrather.
lo one of the graduating senior 2
Poplar St.. Mur1313
Jr..
Hale
Class D Hyb- Tea-. I. Mrs. Cora Huston of Parsons, TenJerry Buchanan a n d Danny
-dein Lasiter's on the East Highmembers of the orchestra.
Class 6 Prelude to Summer, 1,
ing their child in kindergarten
ray; Mrs. Martha Eunice Hodg- way at 10:00 a.m.
Mrs. Henry Hargis; 2. WS. Fred E. S. Ferguson; I. Mrs. Gordon nessee, MTS. ATITIIC Smith ot next year may register them Roberts led the* Tigers at the
The public is cordially invited
Henry
Mr.
Murray:
3,
es. Rt.
Moody; 3. Mrs. Yandal Wrather. Puryear, and Mrs. Arvy White
plate. each hitting round tripGeorge Everett of the College Gin gles.
to the M. T. S. Orcheatra Spring
on Saturday morning, May 11,
Lee St., Paris, of Agriculture
Concert. It is scheduled for Harold Perry, 312
Class 7, Sense of Taste, I. .Class E, Climbing, I. Mrs. E. of Paris,..Tennessee; one brother, from 9 o'clock to 11 o'clock at pers. Charles Tarry spaced sevwill be on the
Gardner. HarS. Ferguson; 1. Mrs. Gordon Herman Wilkinson of Stevensen Murray Training hits to notch
Thursday night, May 9, 7:30 Tenn.; Mr. Larry
tour. The purpose of this tour Mrs. Gordon Moody.
the Carter- Elementary Scheel.
Fred Cecil King. Rt. is
his fifth victory_ The Tigers
to study the use of vapam
Class 10. Garden Jewels,- 1. Moody; I. Mrs Vandal Wrather; ville, Texas. He had five grand
p.m., in the third floor assembly din: Mr.
children
The
must
years
be
5
Hardin; Mrs. Ronald Ray and to sterilize plant beds.
gathered three runs in the secchildren.
Mrs. Gordon Mosely; 2. Mrs. E. 2. Mrs. 011ie Brown.
room of the Murray Training 1,
of
age
by
December
31
in
order
girl, Rt. 2. Murray: Mrs.
VI Shrubs
He was a member of the to be eligible to enter kinder- ond inning featured by two sucSchool. There is no admission baby
S. Ferguson.
14
Hubert Barnes and baby boy,
Sulphur Springs Methodist chur- garten next year. If there are cessive home steals by Carl Stout
charge.
Junior Clare
Class
A,
Wygelia,
1. Mrs. J. B.
Rt. 1, Murray; Mrs. Kenneth
Goldie Locks, Age 11 to 14 Wilson; 2. Mrs. Gordon Moody; ch at New Concord. The funeral any mother's who would like and Bill Smith. Buchanan got
Smith and baby boy, 301 S. 11th
will be held in the chapel of the to register their 4-year old for his homer in the fourth innini
years, I. Miss Joyce Hargis; Age 3. Mrs. E. C. Parker.
St., Murray: Mr. Clifford Basham,
.1.
H. Churchill Funeral Home the following year they may do with the bases empty.** Roberts
9 to 11 years, I. Miss Becky
White, I. Mrs. Hugh Houston.
homered in the sixth with a base
Rt. 2, Calvert City; Mrs. Edd
on
Thursday at 2:00 p.m. wit' SO.
Moore; Age 9. 1. Miss Judy HarClass B, Viburnum (Snow Ball)
runner ahead of him. The Colts'
Morton, Rt. 1, Hazel; Miss Lillie
H.
officiating.
L.
Lax
Burial
will
gis.
Plans* are to hold clases in* runs came in the third and'iilth
1. Mrs. B. C. Harris; 2. Mrs.
Edith Lovett, 425 S. 8th St.,
be in the Providence cemetery.
Horticulture
the College Presbyterian church innings. Henson was the losing
011ie Brown.
Murray; Mrs. Charles Farmer and
A lecture on "How We Got
Prentice,
Warren,
John
J.
C.,
I Iris
next year due to lack of room pitcher.
Class C, Syringa (Mock Oranbaby boy. Rt. 1, Dexter; Mr. Our Bible".will be given at the
Pallbearers will be his nephews, at the Carter School
Class A. Blue, I. Mrs. 011ie ge). I. Mrs E. S. Ferguson
Murray High had slaughtered
Audie Lee Miller. Rt. .1, May- New CiincePd Church of Christ Brawn; I.
Felix,
George
and
Willars
James,
Mrs.
A. 0. Woods; 2.
Class D. Other Shrubs, 1. Mrs.
Farmington 31-0, Monday night
By UNITED PRESS
field; Mrs. Lubie McDaniel, Rt, building Thursday night at 7:00 Mrs.
Olin Moore; 3. Mrs. Gregg Henry Hargis; 2. Mrs. John Ryan; Dunn.
FIVE DAY FORECAST
Southwest Kentucky - Fair I. Murray; Mrs. Tommy Cavitt, p.m.
on a twenty hit barrage. That
The J. H. Churchill Funeral
Miller
3. Mrs. Hun-MI-trey Keys.
contest was finally . called after
and warm today and tonight, 504 N. Cherry St., Murray.
This lecture will take t, e
arrangeHome
of
charge
is
in
Class B. White, I. Mrs: Olin
Kentucky
Temperatures for four and one-half innings to end
VIII Poppy
,high 82. low tonight 55. Thurs.
place of the regular mid-week More; 1 Mrs J. B. Wilson; 1.
ments.
the five - day period, Thursday the ruthless slaughter.
lay partly cloudy and continued
Bible 4tudy conducted at that Mrs. A. 0. Woods; 2. Mrs. 011ie
1. Mrs. J. B. Wilson.
through Monday, will average
The Murray - Benton game
"Warm.
hour.
Brown.
TO VISIT PRESIDENT
IX Herrieraca.11is (Day Lillie.)
four to eight degrees above the should be a real battle. They
Bro. Ernest A. Clevenger, Jr..
1. Mrs. C. C. Farmer; 2. Mrs.
Class C, Yellow, 1. Mrs. A. 0.
state
normal
of
64
degrees.
Con- split their two game series in
Some 5:30 a.m. temperatures:
minister of the College Church Woods; 1. Mrs. 011ie Brown; Henry Hargis; 3. Mrs. John
SAN FRANCISCO
- Presi- tinued warm except for a temp- the regular season play. Murray
Louisville 50, Lexington 52, BowlLoyalty Sunday will be observ- of Christ. will be the speaker. I. Mrs. 011ie Brown;
Ryan.
dent Ngo Dinh Diem of South orary cooling around Saturday.
Mrs.
2.
beat Benton early in the season
ing Green 48, Paducah 54, Coy- ed on Sunday May 12 in all The subject will deal with the
Gordan Moody; 2. MTS. Hugh
Arrangement Swepstake - Mrs. Viet Nate visited here today in Precipitation will average .1 to
11-10 avid the-Indians slaughter, ington 51, London 44 and Hop- the churches in the Hardin orgirs compiling and translation
Houston: 3. Mrs. L. E. Fisk; 3. Gordon Moody.
route to Washington, where he .5 inch as scattered showers,
ed the Tigers 12-1 two weeks
kinsville 56.
charge. Every member is urged of the Bible into the form which Mrs. Humphrey
Horticulture Sweepstake - Mrs. will be the guest of President mostly. in west ptittion Saturday ego to hand the home nine their
Keys.
Evansville, Ind., 48.
to be present on Sunday.
It is today.
Class D, Purple, I. Mrs. Olin 011ie Brown.
Eisenhower.
through Monday.
lone set-back.

1.

New Edsel Will
Appear This Year

Final Week At
Lynn Crove
Is Readied

Kirksey Juniors To
Hold Play May 14

Faxon Class Visits
Ledger And Times

4.-H Members
Win Honors
Saturday

Bro. Burton To
Preack-Boaday

Full Program
Prepared For
MTS Concert

liv•
Inners In Flower Show Are
Announced By The Judges

Aged Resident
Dies Tuesday

Hospital News

Plant Bed Tour
Planned Thursday

Tigers Move
To District
Finals Here

Can Register Child
In Kindergarten
On Saturday, May 11

"How We Got Our
Bible" To Be Topic
On Thursday Night

I Weather
Report

Loyalty Sunday
To Be Held
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THE LEDGER & TIMES Wrestles
Octopuses To
Keep In Shape

Amateur Status
Of Harvey
Ward In Doubt

eUBLLsHED BY LEDGER & TUUES PUBLISHING COMPANY, lass
l2.onsolidetion of the Murray Ledeer, The Calloway Times, and The
.ernes-Herald, October 20, 1928, and the West Kentuckian, Januery
ti. 11042.
C WILLIAMS PUBLISHER

Ole reeerse me right to reject eny Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
ar i'ublic Voice Akins which in our opinion are not for the best
aterest et our readers.

e

SAN FRANCISCO II — Handsome Harvey Ward's status as
an amateur golfer is in doubt.
Ward and his employer, wealthy
San Francisco auto dealer Ed
Lowery, have both denied that
American League Lowery ever paid "under the
table" expense money to the
W L Pc-i GB nation's top non-professional golf12 6 .667
New York
er.
11 6 .647 Se
Chicago
/
2 But the United State Golf
Boston
.1 8 .579 11
11 9 .550 2
Kansas City
Assn. took a different view.
9 8 .529 21
Cleveland
/
2 Stuart Heatley, member of the
11 10 .524 21
Detroit
/
2 USGA's executive board, said
7 11 .389 4 the rule is clear regarding exBaltimore
Washington
4 18 .182 10
penses paid amateurs.

4

.111•••••••.--r

Sports Parade
By CLCAR

FRALEY

United Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK dB — There's a
new egend today to be woven
into the storied tapestry of the
Kentucky Derby.
It won't show in the precise
pages of the record book. But
this one will be remembered as
the -dream derby" — a race lost
by a tine tragedian named' Willie
Shoemaker inetead of one which
was won by a cult named Iron
Liege.
And to the sad little man
known as "Willie the Snoe" it
must remain a nighimare.
"I dreamt I -welt in marble
halls."

afternoon light -orie§aturday.
"Ah, how the yeks exile us
into dreams."
Imagine the memories which
came to a white-haired man of
80 on Saturday as he sat before
a television screen and watched
and listen as younger men described the Rose Run. Clem
McCarthy three decades ago stood
in front of the microphone and
called the Derby as the mighty
Reigh Count banged down in
front.
Now he had only- his dreams
of harder days and a few hours
later even those were being
threatened. Riding home in a
friend's automobile' he was' seriously injured when the car hit
a light pole.
"If it be thus to dream, still
let me sleep," Shakespeare penned.

By JIM HECKMAN
A.Initeu Press Sports Writer
ffseTluNAL. REPRESENTATIVES:- WALLACE WITMER CO., 1368
SeLA
Wasn.
— Like
Munroe, Memphis, Tenn.; 254) Park Ave,. New York; ate N. Michissus
most—physical euucatiun instrucAve. Chicago, 8u Buis-stun St., Beaton_
tors Juim lath/Ian has more
afttt.r.:ti at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmesion as than passing interest in wrestling.
Second Class Matter
But t 0 e °rue:Lary geinnasnun
workout haruiy •1;oula satisly
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By C.errier in Murray, per week
uus on tug einnusiast.
per
year
cernees,
Seaga teic. Li CaLlioveay and adeommg
1.3.50. elseWhen l'aliman teeis in need
wnere,
of au...u.1011ill exeree... he.chess
into Puget Souna and grapples
WEDNESDAY — MAY 8, 1957
with an octopus.
'lawmen 2i, nas bone wrestling
Had Those Dreams
eigInearmea oponents tar several
Willie had those kind ut dreams
yeSrs. P use t Juuna prunuceS
while thundering auwn the stretch
some of the largest octopuses
The ruckus started when Low- at Churchill Downs on Saturday.
in tne world ants two of sailery, charged with evading state Under him, the colt named GalYesterday's Results
man s friends once bested a
income taxes, told a grand jury lant Man surged forward to
spetemen measuring 18 feet from Detroit 5 Washington 3
that "I paid all the ,egisenses" collar Iron Liege and the juoilant
tentacle tip to, tentackle Up. Kansas City 3 Baltimore 2 (10 when he took Ward to Oiatario, Willie thought he was first across
Canada and Detroit to play in the line. He was standing in
This one weighed 150 pounds, as
innings, night)
-e•oteater.
ereland--2-tfinv----York71- iuight
ironr,s-115Ttiffi 'To -pult bp
slis as -an - ?fiTtiStlf.
e
Grand jury testimony also dis- when the vision vanished.
• The .aVerage octopus, not to
closed an $11.000 loan by Lowery
Because the finish line still
.NEW YORK
Young Gar-' be confused with the giant squid,
to the golf champion.
Today's Games
was 50 yards away and before
net (Sugar) Hart, surfeited with runs five to seven feet in diamMONTREAL trl—Gordie Howe. victories over unsanked welter- eter and weighs in at 35, to
"I didn't do anything illegal," he could' get back to his horse.'
described by: many as etlee per- weights, yelled a fight-offer. of 50 pounds. Talman said he once Boston at Chicago
said Lowery, himself a former the plugging Iron Liege had
feet hockee player." has added -winnnee take all" to four of wrestled an 11-foot specimen to Washington at Detroit ,
board member of the USGA. snatchtei fame and fortune from
Baltimore at Kansas City, night "I paid Harvie's expenses, but Willie by a weeping whisper. •
the National Hockey . League's the top 10 today.
the surface.
New York at Cleveland, night
most coveted prizg to his eelthat was a reward for, the fine
The '21-year said Philadelphian
"I had a dream which was
Prefec Sheltered Areas
-le•SPIIn'sismigloeseVsta•:-X.FsmbemsollPiNteis somewhat miffed becauee
,•-work he did for me in the auto not all a dream," Byron wrote.
the, league's most vgleable play- he had to he content with 'a
business."
This was a dream derby and
He explained octopuses live
Tomorrow's Games
er.
•
that line hag merciless meaning
seli 9-1, 9'-1 decision ever Al in caves. barrels, old automobile
"Sure I borrowed. the $11,000, for
Ralph, Lowe, the owner of
The brillian Detroit Red Wings - (Sugar) Wilson In their. TV bout bodies, or whatever else will Boston at Chicago
but it was only a loan," snapped 'Gallant
Man. •
super slap. %as a runaway. win.... at St. Nicholas Arena Monday provide shelter on Puget Sound's Washington at Detroit
Ward. "Furthermore, part of ii
Lowe' Had A Dream
ner ,as he wen the trepny for night. and he said, she's the floor.
has
been
paid
back
and
I'm
(Only, games scheduled).
One night last week, Lowe
the third time in his 11-year 5t unranked opponent I'll meet." "I started catching the • small
still paying on it."
that Willie misjudged
• itiart and Manager Marty Stein fusee and worked up to bigger
career
Red - faced, and near ;ears, dreamed
the
finish
line and thus lost
burned the winner-take-all chat- ones," Tallman said as he addenied
that he ever had
National Leiglie Ward
told
Derby.
Shoemaker
the
Howe is the third player ever lenge at the three top contenders; justed his oxygen tank and iubbreceived expenses money from about that somnolent was
signal
to win the Hart Tropey three Teny be Marco,'Gaspar Ortega er flippers.
GEO
W-4.-Pxt..
the wealthy auto dealer, then which,
as the fateS have it, "was ,
or inure times. . Edon: Shore, and Isaac Lugart and at ninth'in the same breath, admitted.
le 1, .722
dream." For Lowe
e tne 13ost,,n Bruins lamed cc- ranking Waiter Byars, who won "The object is to get them Out Milwaukee
the Walker not all anight-boih
!hat
he
played
.
in
12
6
.667
1
Brooklyn.
vision all
it:Leeman, was voted the award an upset aecisien seer Hart .at of their hole.' he said. "Finding
Lowery's guest." saw his
Cup
matchel
"as
12
7
.632
11
/
2
Cincinnati
four times and Howie ISIerenz, • Ilachsosi: Square Garuen, March them is the hardest part because
part of the over again in the hard, cold
However,
he
Said,
.529
31
/
2
'
9'
8
St.
Louis
they camouflage themselves beauShe Cansenens' immoesel center, &
9 9 .500 4 expenses were paid by the USGA.
won it three tunes.
Hart. favored a 5-1; handed , tifully. You have to stick your Philadelphia
Heatley said "There 1/t- no employer, Harvie has breached
York
8
12 .400 6
New
and
learn
to
head
in
the
hale
'
a thorough trouncing to lanky,
'T14 1t tlmt"thSt" if -expenses 'were his amateur standing. The rule
Chicago-An/1rue' 11'4'4."tred 110a.signs."
-sce.T!
aeon ot t.ng,e-s ter eid
1
2 taken care of by Lowery as an is clear."
5 14 .263 8/
Tval a Jean Beat cats in the neci-l eeece N.
An octopus comes equipped Pittsburgh
bur he' coulun't
seaeun vouhg..by eight points.! flattenhim. ',Ho fought 'like a with a hard, sharp beak. and
'he piled up 68 pcints in the • turee.- oeciared the irate Sugar, Tallman stressed this -tooth" is
Yesterday's Results
_second nail to win uy Marie ..ea anus ann elbows lor prutec- something to be respected. He
2-.1 uver Behveau wets Ill poinee , teen. Anu he was just in there explained South Pacific divers
Cincinnati 9 Brooklyn 2 knight/ ,
to the Canacuens stirs 58. sentie ' to last the distance."
have been killed by slinging New York 8 St. Louis 5 ineibt)
Bathgate
an octopus over their shoulders Philadelphia 8 M ilw auk ee 4
.ete. in the
ctinn gets.e.
causing the beak, through which
!night)
sisal i:/a1
NIXON GETS DEGREE
venom is ejected, to pierce their Chicago 10 Pittsburgh 8 (14
spines.
innings, night)
Slashed By Beak
GREF-NCASTLE. Ind. ar •••
10 we PiLs.uLnt luettarci M. Nixon,
He said a couple ox nil friends
jele-as
Today's Games
eres tee ,isitee Indiana in poliO- had .been slashed by the beak
.
trurn Lne 14:4414e.
will
times,
many
silL
-when the put their hand in
Inv mune," he has
recent: an lienurars uegree in + the wrong spot." but that north- St. Louis at New York
witeeng
ens ecuem- hen ea- epee.
Satw4a2....
?•
ern octopuses -are so big you Cincinnati at Brooklyn. night,
.
time
1rSt
erep, LK .11
.0
will collier don't just throw them ovef4yeur Milwaukee at Philadelphia, night
• tocie.o....
Chicago at Pittsburgh, mita
aegiee shoulder."
tea.e arta oeter accten- an hen.ears eecsir
4.31; et& eexen at a carr.pue ecru:ions
plennee•s tee is.g ;.gn;
Tallman, who teaches at the
ei.51.11-,
1:1
Ocuias es.t
W111.
1`4
ii weather le%Prereelly_ of Washington, isn't
ne.id_
Tomorrow's Games
ink.ni.Y --and prt,L.ally grestraeti $1.- 1st:4..1s
The degree will be satisfied with wrestling an ordiDePauv. President nary grumpy octopus He drops
0041. :teen no- cein e !lien usually
No games scheduled).
n
-ra little skin-iritating rock salt
:res.
Pa, s.: J FlLimbcrt.
,r copper sulfate in the lair so
NO FATALITIES
-ne octopus will "come out pretty
mad."
ROCKLAND, Me.
at+ —
THE
Rockland has gone more than
seven years without a traffic
fatatity.

Gordie Howe Sugar Hart
Adds Prize To Hurls Taunt
._Aolleetiow_
At The Top

,
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Big Klew
May Be Out
For Season
CINCINNATI l — Troubled
Ted Klueezewski, practically re- a.
signed to being out for the remainder of the baseball season,
wants doctors to have one more
look at his aching back before
undergoing surgery.
The big Cincinnati Redlegs first
baseman was scheduled to leave
the hospital today where he
underwent tests for a week in
order to find what was causing
a pain in his left hip.
'Doctors said Kluerewski was 10
suffering from a slipped ,disc
and recommended: an operatiqn.
He tentatively agreed to surgery
on condition the team of nine
doctors who diagnosed his injury
take another look.

•

Notice
TRUCKING - EXCAVATING and
e

BACK HOE WORK
— See --JAMES H. ROBERTSON

- GERALD STONE

and EUGENE ROBERTSON
Kirksey, Kentucky

QUALITY WORK AT
REASONABLE RATES

•

A.4it

•

to

•a-

Ai

White House Grocery
1608 Vt

MAIN

REMEMBER, FOR YOUR EVERY DAY NEEDS
AT REASONABLE PRICES
1-1b. can 85c

COFFEE, Your Favorite Brand
.

CHERRIES, Sour Pitted

3 cans 69c

PORK 8e BEANS, Van Camp's Irg. 21 2 size can 25c
AMERICAN ACE TEA

1 2.113: pkg. 69c

...

DOUBLE Q PINK SALMON

Shoemaker
Gets Out His
Golf Bags

...... tall can

gic,

3 cans 69c

GREEN BEANS, Irg. 21: size cans ..
POTATOES, Irg. 2'; size cans

3 cans 69c
3 cans 35c

'DASH DCG FOOD
TOOTH PASTE, Pepsodent or Colgate

2 giant 69c

WILDROOT CREAM OIL, dispenser btl. 1.50 sz. 98c
AFTER SHAVE LOTION-, Seatorth Spi& $1 sz. 50c

"".
01^DICATI

rit t •

OCTIVE TE!'!•41TP I

LOS ANGELES ..1P — Jockey
Willie Shoemaker hauled. his golf
FREE INSPECTION
(Subs out of the closet today
and prepared to sit out a 15-dae
TERMITES
strepenestere lees,nc-d on 'hint . h'
atewards of Churchill Downs 1,1
—Licensed and Insured—
mis-judging the finish line- + :
last Saturday's Kentucky Derie
Sale Kelley
'Shoemaker didn't blame Os
Phonal 441
,Iewards for suspending him—e•
',lamed himself for the act
is-judgement that probably c.
Kelley's Pest
ss ,mount. GalaAt Man. victor.
s the race as he was nog,
Control
it by Iron Liege.
......When inforcniirTtir his suspen, in:Shoemaker said philosophially. "They think they're doing
:.e right thing. so I guess thers's
'tie I can say about it. I just
ORIVE-IN /hear',
sade a stupid mistake in judgent — and that's that."
6:30
Open
Shoemaker revealed he realie '
7120
Start
'is mistake the . instant ap.
rie steed up the irons at the 16'
pie . and said the names
TONITE & THURSDAY
ailently 'caled himself coulde
FIRST RUN MURRAY *
printed in a newspaper.
"The:n I laid the whip •
ANTHONY
Galant Man again, but it- V.
toe late. I didn't pull him
QUINN
wheleet eased up in the sadd,
tot Mt change in my posite :
'MAN
caused-1nm to hesitate mime!
tardy — just enough that v •
FROM
dropped from a nose to a hrs
.. behind. He didn't break strio.
DEL
RIO'
though."
The suspensien prevented She,KATY
J
'
RADO
maker from possibly riding Gai..•••to /*TIT'
:ant Man in the Preakness et
eimlice May 18 and -the lists:
,ckey will be unable to ride
,ntil May 23 at any major les e
eider the Churchill Dee us ban
Shoemaker said at Church,., EXTRA! EXTRA!
;iewns the identical coloring et
MOTHER'S DAY
11' poles P.nd...11 to confuse ti.r1;
TREAT
. rLeing. with Gallant Man'
NerticT, - that 1!-..•
3 a ince•''Jelin
The First 25 Mothers
, n i - h line is obscured at tie
Will Be Admitted
I ack.
.
FREE!!
His miscue cost Shoemeker to
Sunday -'May 12th
..er cent iik the 'winner's Jiti:c. .
i
.,1 the Ane.r.:04se,410,700,

MURRAY
•
• •I•

Now 79c

NOXZEMA SKIN CREAM, 1.25 size
MAVIS 'TALC-CM POWDER, 59c size .

43c

5-DAY DEODORANT PADS, SI size

79c

STICK DEODORANT. Evening In Paris 2-$1 for $1
WOODBURY'S Hand Cream, Sharrifinii or Cream
Deodorant, $1 size
T.++.

,,PAMPER SHAMPOO
41.

2 — 60c htls. for fic'

LANOLTN PLUS Suntan Lotion, Body Lotion free' $1.
WAX, Johinson or Bruce Hdedgloss Self-Polishing
qt. 95c
.
EASY

OFF OVEN CLEANER, 2 sizes .. 69c & 98c

PINF.-301, cleans, disinfects, deodorizes

qt. 89c

TRI- ND LIQUID DETERGENT
2 cans 59c
.
,
- -PEAS r1‘...: COVER. clear • for all household use
69c
KGRUJLE FROZEN FOOD BAGS, 50 qts. . .. 98c
D-r..GN fqp eats or mite. ready mix

... 1-113. $1.-69

POTTERY, plain or fancy - BIRD BATHS, 2 styles
— Open Each Evening Until 7:30 or Later —

I

1668 W. NIAirn_.9.'.'*

Wilburn. Farris, Owner

I

•

efflialies

owerfullyclean
shland Detergent
Gasoline!

Get that "new car feeling" viith Ashland Detergent
GasolincVlhey drive out harmful engine dirt v.hile you
drive. You'll get that clean power.

ghlani
OIL
PRODUCTS

Highest Octane E%er gives you more getaway on the
straightaway, more gasoline mileage, too. Old cars,
.new cars, all cars can he powerfully clean. Whichever
your car requires, Ethyl or regular, try a tankful of
an Ashland Detergent Gasoline today!
••••••••

ASHLAND OIL & REFINING COMPANY

100

4

5,
—

••••••
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PAGE TITRES
presto

IF YOU'RE NOT A MOTHER YOU OUGHT TO BE

troubled
.ally rethe reseason,
irie more
before
legs first
to leave
here he
week in
causing

Look At These
GRAND PRIZES

1

mid was a°
pad disc
aperation.
a surgery
of nine
its in,iLtrY

AT

to-o'

BILEIREY'S

AUTOMATIC SKILLET
(Mod•I C26)
Thermostat control makes frying, cooking easy. Just dial

temperature. No smoking,
sticking! (Lid,
CC' extra

Was

' GENERAL ELECTRIC - Reg. $6.95

TABLE CLOCK

NOW
ONLY

4

ALUMINUM BEVERAGE SET

COMPLETELY

$3.88

AUTOMATIC

12 QUART

PLASTIC PAIL

$3§-9

rid

$4.99

8-PIECE

Aloil

S1499

$24.95

PERCOLATOR

Q9c

G.E. ELECTRIi, IRON

PORTABLE MIXER
(Model MIO, MIIS/
• •!ghs less than three
pounds.

s all the mixing jobe. Three
▪ eda, hangs on kitchen
wall:
sits oft Iseel rest. Available
in

OW PR/a/

four colors.

I

)NE

Model

KING-SIZE

F33

.....

::.
....:

•••
........
„

Wastebasket

Mocrel,553

\
N
ROLL-AROUND

VACUUM
CLEANER
WITH COMPLETE SET OF ATTACHMENTS
• ROLLS EASILY
\

•Come in today—while they
last! Tomorrow
wake up to
sweet music. Your new G-E
also will remind you of appointments and turn on your
ivorite programs. It's a finetoned, attractive radio — and
an accurate electric clock.

• CLEANS EASILY

NOW YOURS FOR ONLY

• STORES EASILY

BIG
35-QT.
SIZE

CLOCKRADIO

•

• ALWAYS READY
FOR ACTION

95

ONLY 2 LEFT!

Hand Painted

• Saves space and frequent
emptying!

DINNERWARE

• All-steel construction/

Here's a big utility wastebasket
for home, workshop, office, or
nursery. Easy to cleon. Your
choice of red, white, or yellow.

THESE ARE
FLOOR SAMPLES!

•

8 SOUP

Top diameter: 13". Height 23".

DISHES

HURRY — GET YOURS
WHILE THEY LAST

•

A Three for
1‘.
_

Cooling Deal!
8 BREAD AND BUTTER,
SALAD P1ATES

_

• An Exhaust Fan
• An Intake Fan

• A Circulator Fan

Super Cooling Efficiency ... Complete Convenient
Portability, Beautiful Design and Finish

-

O

8 CUPS AND

AUTOMATIC
POP-UP
TOASTER

And Only $24.99

Here's a fan value that's hard to beat. Removed from its holder it doubles as a room
'—circulator. Patented extender handle makes
installation simple and quick. Reverse the
patented extender handle and the frame
IS out ... your fan is ready to go to work
in another room. Fits any window up
to
ANOTHER
37" wide. Runs quiet. Grille on both sides.
GOODYEAR Reverses easily. Finished in
rustproof
VALUE
Hammerloid.

45,

1 CREAMER
1

SUGAR BOWL

EASY TO CLOSE

15 by s4- 'tor

LEAN
TABLE
BACK....
IT CLOSES
BY ITSELF

Here's what
you get ...
•8 Large Dinner Plates
•8 Soup Dishes

•

•8 Bread and Butter or
Salad Plates

PAD AND
COVER SET
INCLUDED AT
NO EXTRA COST

NO TROUBLES
LIKE THIS

•8 Cups and Saucers

GLIDE EASY ALL-METAL IRONING TABLE
Biggest buy ix

weeks ...only $0.00 Iowa,$0.00 a

Decorator styled with cherry pink top,
metallic copper legs. Baked enamel
finish. Adjusts to I I heights from 26 /
to 36 inches. Wide-spread, rubber-cap- .
ped feet keep table steady and level.

• 1 Serving Platter
•1 Deep Vegetable

week

$899

1 SERVING
PUTTER

Bowl
•1

Creamer

• 1 Sugar Bowl
Cover,

with

SALE s
PRICE
0.*

COMPARE AT s30°°
Complete Service for 8

0

PERFECT
FOR
ENTERTAINING

8
While
They Last!

Manufacturer's
Pattern will
or wash off

Guarantee

not

wear off
Ovenproof!

ALL-ALUMINUM
ICE BUCKET
With Fiberglas lissailatio”

0%
sie
An exclusive;orkginal design that adds beauty to any table Setting
yet priced so lo
-W-7
you can enjoy it for everyday mea.ls. And it's as practical as it is beautful. Every piece
is guaranteed oven-proof for convenient range
:
14-table serving. Underglazed colors!
can't fade even when washed in harsh dishwasKer detergents. Truly a once-in-a-lifetime
value! Makes the perfect gift. Com2a/now While there's still time to take advantag
el
of this optstanding bargain.,

-

-Toast just the way you like it-any shade: light, medium, or
dark. Chrome plate finish. Dependable clock timer. Crumb
clean-out drawer in toaster
base. Cooler
Bakelite handies and rest
pads.S4x-foot
cord. lit listed.

9.77

19DOWN

Quickly Adjusts To 11 Heights!

1

1 SERVING
DISH

WITH COVER

• !iv'
or/ "

I

SAUCERS

s1.99
eeps ice cubes for hours, eliminates endless trips to the refriger.
tor. Generous-size, imported with
hammered finish. Double-wall construction throughout. Completely
nsulated. Makes an ideal gift.

.
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Women's Page

Weddings

SOCIAL CALENDAR

Jerry Norsworthy
Honored At Shower
At Armstrong Home

PERSONALS Fungus May
Be Aid TO
Plant Growth

Locals

Club News

Jo Burkeen, Editor.
... Phone 694-N1-4 or 763-J

WEDNESDAY - MAY 8, 1957

Activities

Mr. and Mrs. litighie David
New berry of )over, Tenn., Route
One are the parents of a sun,
Troy Lev, weighing seven pounds
eight ounces, born on Sunday,
April 28, at the Murray Hospital.
• •-• •
Frances is the name chosen
by Mr. and Mrs. Toy Farmer,
Jr.. 411 South Sixth Street, for
Miss Ruth Houston was hostheir daughter, weighing five
tess for the meeting of the Business Women's Circle of t h e ,pound.s iwo ounces.burn on Sat- at the Murray
Woman's Missionary Society of- urday. April 27,
the Firse Ba,ptist Church helcetHospital.
• • ••
on Monday, May 6, at sevenA son, Rockie Alan, weighing
fifteen o'clock in the evening
five pounds 11 ea ounces, was
at her home Olive Street.
"Broken Cisterns" was the born to Mr. and Mrs. Albert
theme of the Royal Service pro- Thomas Joyce of Golden Pond
gram presented with Miss Betty Route One on Sunday, April 28,
Ligon in charge. She gave the at the Murray Hospital.
••
•
devotion from . John 4:5-14-and
"
Jeremiah 2:13.
Mrs
and
Mrs.
Vester Orr, Jr.,
Others taking part were as
follotes: Miss Laurine Tarry. and children, Andy and Vicky,
of
Bridgeport, Ill., are the guests
-Thirsty Children"; Mrs. John
Adams, "Satisfied With Good of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. VesThings"; Mrs. Ethel W a r d. ter Ore Sr., South 12th Street.
"America's
Broken
Cisterns";
Mrs. Robert Jones, "The Living

Business Tfromen's
Circle .ileets With
Miss Ruth Houston

Temple

OFS

Mrs. E4 Fenton Is
Hostess For heel
/ Altar Society

Effort-Th.-Swap FoottSurpltis
For Foreign Aid N‘v At Halt

er.

Mrs.Plitt! Stewart
Gut Speaker At
ederation Meet

ing

4

It's Time To
Play Ball

Vaicer
rA.Lef

isvIspurv.18, hls

• Rawlings Official Little
League SHOES .... $6.45
• Practice BALLS
from

AP"

he wit:.
-ciam,
,her care that when he as
:Papal Nuncio 'at Munich, Germ- any, in 1917,--ashe became he
'heireckeeper. At ,that time te
I stase• her the privilege none uthei
I now has•- to order bun around
So

$1.10

--ememoi"

$1.35
• Baseball CAPS
(Managers, Check Our
Team Pricest

* MANAGERS, CHECK

JamesDean

• Nadco 77 GOLFCART- 5
Irons, 2 Woods, Wilson Bag
e69.50
.0 Men's or Ladies' Custom Sets,
$49.50
5 Irons, 2 Woods
• Wilson Sammy Sneadh 5 Irons,
$64.50
...
2 Woods •

• Men's Golf
8 only

BADMINTON 2 RACKET SET

$2.50

Shoes, Spec. Siae
$5.95

...... $6.45

..

SPECIAL! Bancroft "The Aussie" Bamboo
$14.95

TENNIS RACKET
VOLT "OUTDOOR" BASKETBALL

$4.95

TENNIS BALLS

3 for $2.75

LUND 5'2-Ft. WATER SKIS

pair $26.50

SKI WHIZZ 5-Ft. WATER SKIS •.

pair :t 26.50

HYDRO-FLYTE 5-Ft. WATER SKI
SLALOM 6-Ft. SINGLE SKI ......

• $18.00

I:-

a^
. :fw

PERFUME
to all the GIRLS!

PLEASE NOTE!
FEATURES FOR
THURSDAY
MATINEE
1 o'clock; 2:50 & 4:40
Last Feature Ends
6:10

scReAm
sHow
f:
Extrafrxtaf

THEY CALLED ...

THE MATERIALIZATION OF

JAMES DEAN
TIME 1-tAS
COME
F OR

‘7atibar:.

_g GEORGE
j- STEVENS'

f

ITS
I

Ihe ,GIANT GORATUA,

I-to:AL

PieseOUC MOM

N....

i.t •

STARKS HARDWARE

Rock HUDSON
Elizabeth TAYLOR
Sal MINE°
- also starring

•

CURTIS • it
''''''.S1;;;,13.3 •

PROBLEM"
Phon^ 1142

12th & Poplar

-

,* ADMISSION * 99c to ALL

TODAY
and THURSDAY
MATINEE ONLY!

DAG SEES POPE..

NO

& 9:00 P.M.

d.•her
..,tion to relieving the Pope ul

"FOR SPORTING GOODS"

"Will
:RE PARKING 14

.4
401 ra

was

Cooks Papal Meals
.:
She has typeu• his letters sine
eeteeteasertesteetieeienetaiag--esiseierr.
Gem - an e•secery with Italia:.
culaine until his illness in lee..
.... him on a simple diet. Sh.
•nges dee n his hends and th.
liern•an'a ring alter pilgrm,
in mass audience. Ste
,s
es me care and cleaning • f):
curemenial v. al cirebe.
She makes Milt: his desk
iumpeu with stationary an,.
, eats tvr the old-triehiutied pen.
prefers. She slides Cilente.
.. and (jut of his study Wril•.changing if,.
working,
t.•
.rd white linen cults he weal.
keep Ink stains :it his .sleeves
She Sete up• has schedule, .anir
ec than one astounuera fuecnary has hen eheeed out ..:
library with,, "tea, ..
stanco. tigo, the Pope i.
epa
.retti," tt. the audience cruveatei
- the „Pope's meal or re.tt
iers.
Ito. Pope and Sister Pastivalina
German together, aid she
.
.es breught a strung trace of
elettapy into, the househuld.
o pet -titOS. for example, arc
.rned Lerniptelf anu Gretem:I
tri.•1 ttri, beetling dziere.•
,
114a
trier sweeter..
suerie,

OUR TEAM PRICES! *

• Champion Golf Gloves .

IMpieSSCCI

CAPITOL
FRIDAY!

THURSDAY Only!

• ••
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WASHINGTON
President
Eisenhower said Monday AmeriRev. and Mrs. W. K. Wood of
cans have given their military
Ashland have been visiting his
men the "finest equipment and
sister, Mrs. Cleve
training in the world" but must
James,•
•• *
also let me kpow "they have our
respect and appreciation." .
Mr„ and Mrs. Genie Allbritten
The President urged participaof Memphis, Term., announce the
tion in Armed Forces Day celearrival of a son, Bradley Mason,
brations May 18. His statement
By ALFRED LEECH
weighing eight pounds, born on
Saturday, May 4, at the Baptist United Press Staff Correspondent was made public at the Pentagon
CHICAGO 1111
Hospital in Memphis. Mrs. AllA fungus along with comments by members
britten is the former Miss Bobbie which so, far has caused Man- of his cabinet and other officials.
Sue Orr. Both Mr.-and Mrs. All- kind nothing but trotible seen
britten are natives of Murray. may prove a boon in stimulating will be realized."
••• *
plant growth.
• "By that time, the farmer will
Researchers have found that be able to buy ample quantities
Mrs.' Ray M. Waggner and son,
Duncan Nelson, of Owensboro, gibbtrellic acids can make plants from commercial sources," they
are visiting in Murray with Mrs. grow up to five times faster than said.
J. N. Waggner and in Mayfield normal.
Abbott laboratories is marketGibberellic acids bre derived ing the acids for formulatiOn by
with Mr. and Mrs. Paul Wyatt.
from gibberella fujikuori, a fun- agricultural
•.* • *
chemists and progus which causes the "foolish ducers
of garden supplies.
ana Mrs. Relph McCuiston
seedling"
disease
rice
in
the
in
of Murray spent the weekend
So fate Abbott said, best reOrient.
sults generally have been obtainin Frankfurt
and
Louisville
.Experts
say
the
acids
iere
rewhere they attended a !derby
ed by mixing the acids in water
breakfast in the governor's man- sponsible 'for the rapid growth and spraying them on plant
ofthe
rice
giants,
but not for foliage.
sion which was given by Gov.
and Mrs. Chandler in honoryt the subseqUent dying out which
Fur some plants only minute
characterizes
the disease.
their Derby guests.
quantities are needed.
Only last month, gibberellic
acids were made available for
the _Lice- timequantities by Abbott Laboratories
of North Chicago, 111.
Abbott reported that the stimulant has been used successfully
african violets, dahlias, chrysanthemums, geraniums, ivy, hySTARTING
drangea, petunias, roees an d
ihes cost the taxpayer
mi.11iops many Other plants, shrubs and
of dollars yearly In sturage char-trees.
ges. In a .1954 act, Congrees
Some:research has been done
ordered the • administration to
with food plants., but use of
* PLEr$Ir NOTE *
barter the surpluses for foreign the stimulant
on food and fiber
aid .supplies wherever possible.
Special
Admis'n Prices
plants must await further ininto an inter-agency row, put vestigation. and approval
Children
25c
by the
One -official, anonymous be- government's food and drug adAdults
74.c
cause he did not want to IWrmistration.
Students
.
50c
the case for barter this eeii-ye
Nevertheless, a quarterly bul(with cards)
"It costs us $67,2000 to store letin published by Michigan State
- At All Times a single ship cargo of wheat . University reported that crop exfor a year. Doesn't it niake perts around the world are insense to take it out of storage trigued by the prospects.
and swap . it for the fertilizer,
An article by horticulturists
textiles and machinery we're S. H. WittWer and M. J. Kukovac
- as giving away under the foreign reported that cultures of the
aid program?
Jett Rink was
fungus applied to dwarf peas,
"If we chine barter, ICA spends bums, trImat,a2s and curie etainuto get to the
the foreign aid money anyway, hated the plants to grow live
and the taxpayer is still paying times their normal rate.
top-so he could have
storage charges on the wheat." j "Treated dwarf plants soon
ell
the flat of
Officials in both ICA and reach or -exceed eneeheighte -iiithe way dawn,
the Agriculture Department agree stand tall varieties," they rebarter deals were easier set eral ported.
years ago when much foreign
They added, however, that
aid purchasing was done through 'much laboratory, greenhouse and
ri third agency, the 'General Serv- field testing is . neded before
I the full power of the gibberelline
ices Administration.
In those day s, an overseas
manufacturer of tertilizer, invited into "sub-authorizations." These
to _bid on .an order for Korea, are given to individual private
might offer to exchange the importers who go on to buy thi
fertilizer for surplus velacat. The I products authorized by ICA,
fertilizer manufacturer wuuid sell; which pays the bill.
the wheat through an agent.
With the order breken down
Purchase Authorization
1 into many relatively small pieces,
Today, when ICA approves a ICA officials maintain, barter
grant to buy wire for Bellvia, I becomes impractical in most eases
trucks for Pakistan, or tractors On a relatively few foreign aid
for a SIstithea.st Asia country. I supplies, including fertilizer, silk
the foreign government involved and wool. ICA specifies that il
is given a -purchaie authoriza- barter and cash bids are equal,
tion." Vie barter -, bid gets' priority;
The government receiving aid Hut 'there hate been no takers
breaks the authorization down recently.

The annual recital by t h e
Thursday. May 9
Master Jerry Don eiorsworthy . Group III of the First Christian, students of Mrs. D. F. McConone year old adopted son of Mr. Church will meet in the home nell will be held at the Woman's
and Mrs. Jack Norsworthy, was of Mrs. Maurice Crass, Jr. at Club House at seven o'clock.
honored with a shower by the eight o'clock.
Those taking part are asked to
Penny Homemakers Club held
• • • • :,
. be pr.,..nt -by six-forty-five
recently at the home of Mrs.
Woodmen Circle Grove 126 o'clock.
Richard Armstrong on the Col- will have a banquet
• •• •
at t h e
lege Farm Road.
-Tuesday, May 14
Woman's Club House at sixThe mother of the honoree thirty
The expression pupils of Mrs.
o'clock.
.
opened the many lovely and use•• • •
Charlotte Whitnell will be preful gifts after which refreshsented in a recital at seenFriday. May 10
ments of cake and cold drinks
The Ann Hasseltine Class of thirty o'clock at the high school
were served.
;he Memorial Baptist Church auditorium.
Those present were Mesdames will meet
•• * •
at the home of Mrs.
.1. G. Gough. Will Dulaney, Ted I Lester
Garland at seven o'clock.
Potts, J. B. Burkeen. W. C.
5.55
Elkins. Lila Drinkard. Fred ButSaturday, May 11
terworth, Fines Futrell. Sam
Givings. Alton Cole, Terry Cavite Max Oliver. Barney 'Darnell, •
Wess Fulton, Raymond Work'e-mate- -Nett -1101 *V4 OA dee
Rowland. Thomas Jones,' John
Miss Lorene, Swanne chairman
Pe
The regular monthly meeting
Edd Waldrop, Jehn B. Cavite of Temple
of the circle, presided at the
Hall chapter No. 311 .
Della Graham. Dewey Lamplens. Order of the
meeting. The opening and closEastern Star was
Jr.. Richard Armstrong. Charlie I held On
By LARRY COLLINS
ing prayers were led by Miss
Thursday. May 2 at
Staff Correspondent Houston and Mrs. Myrtle J. Walla
Clayton, Leota Norsworthy. J. R. seven o'clock in the
evening at United Press
VATICAN CITY t - The respectively.
Story. Elmo Boyce Lame Wilk- the Lodge Halle
By BERNAA BRENNER
erson. -and Jack Norsworthy. and
Refreshments were screed by
Mrs. edtxiene Ctrogan, worthy only perion, who gives orders
United Press Staff Correspondent
woetan
is
a
`X
Pope
-11
Pius
to
Miss Janie Wilkerson.
the
hoetesses,
Mrs.
Houston
and
••
matron. .and Charlie Lassiter.
e./- Efforts
eAr- -Children' present were Andy worthy patron. presided
publicity -ally Bavarian Mrs. George - Upchurch, to the • WASHINGTON el
. at. the e-ej firm,
Armstrong. David Norsweithas meeting. Routine matters of nun who runs his household following: Mrs. 'J'ohn ?edema to- swap Wtt! uf the goverrunent'e
Ralph Story. Richard Story, Bil- • business were discussed.
from medicine cabinet ,to kitchen Mts. Robert Jones, Mrs. Hunter eight billion defter - pile of sur•
lie Potts. Julia Cavitt. Mike Cav- I The next regular meeting will -.stove.
Love. Mrs. Charles Mercer, Mrs. plus farmeeerops fur foreign aid
itt. Anita Butterworth, Dennis be held on Thursday. June 6. at
She is Sister Pasqualana. born Eugene Shipley. Mrs. Graves suppli 'have come to an unBurkeen, David Lampkins, Don; seven o'clock in the evening 63 years ago Josenne- Lehnert Sled& Mrs. Hilda Street. Miss pub ized halt.
he programhas been handled
J.ampktn
J mp Oliver, and; All members are urged AO attend.. and Sur Ali years housekeeper 4 1-erene Swann_ Mrs. Marlene
by the -Agriculture Department.
Jerre Pon Norsworthy.
Ito Eugenio Pacelli as priest, Talent. Miss Laurine Tarry,
••• *
•
Some department officials blame
Unable to attend but sending
Myrtle J. Wall, Mrs. Ethel:ard.
bishop, cardinal and pope.
.
gifts
were
Mesdames Heron
Mrs. Eckl Adams.
Betty the breakdown on the buying
Little is known about her.
Parker. Harry L. Potts. Hugh '
eh Morris. policies of the Internation CoOnly two photographs of her Ligon, and Mrs.
operation Administration (ICA)
4.; •
alorop, 1.40 Aiexanattr.
rnexist - one a tattered passport
which supervises tne whole forest Mayfield, Cliff Wilkerson, 0
photo taken years ago, the other
eign aid program.
Mrs. Ed Fenton opened her a blurred shot snapped as she
Glyco Wells, Durwood Potts,
ICA spekesinen admit their
Landon Carr, Charles Nanny, home on South Thirteenth Street left a Rumen hospital in 1952.
policies have squeezed down the
Bill Hurt, B. K. Treeathan. R. for the meeting of the After
She has never allowed herself
barter program. But ,they insist
C Miller. Gene Wells. Glenn Society of St. Leo's Catholic to be intereiewed.
the policiee ---allowing
McKinney. : Hubert Dillswerth. Charreh held on Thursday. May
But today, as she shuff
The Business Women's Federa- • ernments to handle contracting
and Jimmy Jones. Miss Martha 2. at seven-thirty o'clock in the silently .in ner black Fran
an
Alexander, evening.
Howard
Stegner.
enun's habit along the • etale tion of the W. man's Missionary tor most aid supplies - are
Carlos Hodge. Zeb Wilkerson, • The president. Mrs. J o h 'h flied curridois of th
'atican's Unioneof the-Blood River Bap- in line With a congressrunal uncles
-enterprise a
Shreat -*resided at the meeting. private quarters,e4he plays a tist Association held- et-se
and James Wilson.
le
•
•
• • •.. •
ICA officials also maintain that
The m.nutes were read by the role perhaps as efriportant as any ly meeting at the Hazel Baptist
Darter deals just are not practical
secretary. Plans were made for woman in tjai world.
CRASH KILLS FOUR
Church' recently.
a picnic ti be held' at the City
•
e Mrs. Paul Stewart pf Paducah in must foreign aid programs
Health
GrearfLlsope's
•
BEARDSTOWN. Ill. flt - Four Park on June 6.
I Sheetielpe safeguard the health .'as thestuest speaker. She gave buday. Some officials in the
Father Russell 'of Fancy Farm of -"the spiritual leader of the a most inspiiing mesage on tile Agriculture Deparunent disagree
Springfield. Ill men were killed
late Monday after their light closed the meeting with prayer.
urld's 430 miieun Roman Catho- theme. Look On. the Fields. conipletely.
Whichever group is right, AgriDelicious refreshments we
plane crashed on a farm near
'
y active in
The speaker gis ver
lics.
culture Department records show
church and missionary work.
here, shortly after taking off served by Mrs. Fenton t .he
ames. I Despite the battery of phasiThe pr -gram chairman, Mrs. ihat in the fiscal year ending
from Capital Airport at Spring- foliewing: Mrs. Gr.-% er W
Resig. I clans who attend the pope, it is Eugene Shipley, introduced .the Juna 30, 1955, the department
- Clarence Rohwedder.
field.
bartered $22,400,000 worth of
The victims were: John Reside. Al Koerteer, Ray em. William she eh., must supervise the day- speaker
to-day routine of his bile', waurri- •• Mies Essie Bailey gave the- surplus crops for materials used
the pilot. and John Beckes. beth Nall. Jelin S iat. Robert R.
his diet, bruiging han the i devotion with Mrs. John
•wk- in 11.W_ fereign aid program. In
37, John Meeer,_ 42, and Jack Beltzhee. . and Mac Meleanea,
medicine -he rregnt others% ree 1.4- , er singing a special wee. . Mrs. tne fiscal year ending last June
Talkington, 21
F .44. Ressell.
and eeet
get,. seeing that he gets the rest 1 Hugh McElreth President f the 30, they deindied to $8,600,000.
he ilitems, curbing his tendency ,. Seuthwestern
Belle
regional
in the current fiscal year the
to arise himself to the Limit's i gave a resume of the events of records 5how no barter des.
of his endurance.
I the State WM1.1 meeting held at at all.
Beater Paequalina first Met Paducah.
High Storage Cargos
The guvernment kiss more than
Pacein in a eieneelichne abbey • The chairman ef the FoderaTarry.ptesidtintr,-Miss Latrine
M%--6WItzerialud at 1-4.trx
430.000.000 invested insurelue
priest -:;ed at the meeting.1914. The 372..ear
crops piled up undei farm price
was
brilhant, serene. but thrurueai
covered dish supper
- A
support programs. These comtnod•
trauoicu by pourwas*. served pree. ling the meeting.
heilth
there ear a long reet and cure. ! The next Meeting will be held •
• Rawlings and Wilson
Sister Pasqua:me, le at the l at the Jonathan Creek camp
GLOVES $4.96 to $12.95
time, was asaigneu to care tor July 6-7.
him. She ureuglit order anu re• Louisville Little League
gime into his life,' setung up a
$1.70-$2.45-$3.00
BATS
early schedine ler him, etreely
2 SHOWS ONLY - 7:00

oman Only
One To Give
Orderlo

RESPECT ARMED FORCES
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.Lost & Found

President
y Amen military
ment and
but must
have our
n."
participaDay celestatement
Pentagon
r members
r officials.

I

LOST: 51
/
2 H.P. "Sea Flyer" outboard motor between Murray
and Cherry Corner. Reward. Ph.
355-W, 103 South 10th,
M8P

as

per word fir one day, minimum if 17 words for 50e So per word for throe days. Clais111001 ads are
payable In advance.

SINGER SEWING Machine repAlso lot and one acre on Hwy.
resentative in Moray. For sales,
just outside city limits. If you
service and repair. Contact Mr.
want a bargain see these at once.
A. M. Dugan, N. 16th Ex. Phone
MONUMENTS
GOOD 7 ROOM HOUSE, 2 baths, Galloway Insurance and Real
2250-J.
Murray Marble & Granite Works,
M24C
on large curner lot, 12th and Estate Ph, 1062 Home 151-M,
builders of fine memorials for Good
used gas range. Priced to Vine. Call 605.
MaylOC
M1OP
over half century. Porter White,
sell quick. Call 1220-R.
M8C
Manager. Phone 121.
M27C
SHANKLE'S Tavern with dwel- TODAYS SPECIAL. If you are
WE CLEAN wallpaper, painted ling
combined
near. Cottage planning to build within the year
'WEE ESTIMATES on awnings walls, rugs uphelsty-y, hardwood Grove on Paris and Mayfield you may have this choice, well
rnd venetian blinds. Call 1310. and tile floors. Phone Jesse L. Highway. Doing good business. located corner lot on black top
Tucker, 1936-W.
M9C Leon Shankle, Cottage Grove, street, near Murray State College
Stroud Upholstry Shop.
M24C
Tenn. Phone 27-X.
M8P for only $1300. Claude L. Miller
Real Estate & Insurance. Phones
POLITICAL ANNOUNCEMENT
758 and 1058.
M9C
Jean Weeks, Hairstylist
FOR
QUICK SALE. Boat and
The Ledger and Times is authorized to announce the following motor. A sea worthy barge and
Now Located At
/
2 h.p. Johnson. Used very litpersons as candidates in the 51
tle. Both for $175. Zelna Carter,
Democratic Primary, May 28,
Charm Beauty Shop
phone 71.
M8C
1957:
NICE 2 BEDROOM House. Good
500 Maple Street
For clerk of tne Court of Ap- BEAUTIFUL NEWLY
painted location. Reasonable rent. Phone
_Mtne 374
lAgal.S:. .Peris _ Owens.
_
sad and- -white1.288. Qttia Patton;
---toet---faeter
For State Representative: Owen made boat with canopy,,also 12
For Appointments
Billington; Charlie Lassiter.
H. P. motor in .A-1 condition, GARAGE APT., 5 rooms, electric
For Circuit Judge- H H Lovett real cheap at $245 Phone 682, hot water heater, utility room.
For Circuit Court Clerk: Mary Nugu Wilson Motor Sales. M9C See at 202 S. 11th. Call 313.
Russell Williams; James H. Bla$325
M8P
BUILDING LOTS. 3 acre plot on
lock.
PER MONTH
For County Judge: Dewey D. Letsp Grove Road. See Jones &
HELP WANTED
Crass; Garland Neale; Waylun Tatum, 106 -Gatlin Building.
SALARY
MP.
Rayburn; Leon Hale.
PLUS BONUS'
For County Court Clerk: RanBY OWNER, 3 bedroom brick,- MAKE $20 DAILY. Sell luminous
A One of the fastest progressing dall B. Patterson; Hatton C. beautiful natural birch cabinets. nameplates. Free samples. Write
Garner.
'companies in its field will
604 Vine St. or phone 1343-W. Reeves Co., Attleboro, Mass,
For Sheriff: Woodrow Rickhave a representative interMlIP
M9P
man; Cohen Stubblefield; Harold
viewing men who hold the
STRAWBERRY
PICKERS,LakeSpeight; Trellis Bogges; A. A. CYPRESS LUMBER: Gdoct for
following qualifications:
"Red" Doherty.
boats, inside trim. Different way Farm. Faxon Community.
1-Age 20 to 40.
For Jailer: Willard Gordon; widths. God and dry. Call Joe Transportation arranged. Phone
2-Own automobile in good
Nanney; Wimberly 987-R.
M8C
Seth Cooper; Bryan
M1OP 1050 tir ID 6-3431.
condition.
Clyde Steele; Leo Carraway;
3-Willing to travel Monday
to
Priced
range.
God used gas
Luther Suggs.
through FridOy-; home evsell quick. Call 1220-R 'M1OC
For Magistrate, Murray Disery weekend.
trict: K. B. McCuiston; H. M. 21 ACRES on Lynn Grove Hwy.
4-High School education.
Workman.
5-Available f o r immediate
about 5 miles out. 4 room YARDS TO MOW. Have power
For Magistrate, Concord Dis- house, a chicken house, garage, mower. Experienced. Call Frank
employment.
trict: Otis H. Bucy; Noel Warren; small stock barn. Large pond Rickman, phone 1965, after 3:30
Apply in person.
TFC
experience necessary. L. C. Byerly.
stocked with Government fish p.m. -Work permanent.
ThOrough. training is given by
well fenced. About 700 ft. WHEEL CHAIR with
separate
For Magistrate, Liberty Dis- and
company and pay begins with
Hwy. frontage, can sell 6 good leg lifts. Phone 835, Mrs. Bill
trict: Almen Willoughby; H. C.
training.
building lots. Only $6600.
Nall.
M9C
"iiamP" Ellis.
interviews well
home,
bedroom
'
4
NICE
See
Tor Magistrate. Wadesboro Dislocated on paved street. Nice
MR. URBAN
trict: Max Parrish.
shady lot, hardwood floors, gas
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
For Magistrate, Hazel District: furnace heat. House only about
Tuesday. May 7th
We wish to thank the many
3 irs. old. Only $7500.
Roy Pool.
319 So. 7th Street
friends and neighbors for the
Ky. State Employment Office
addition,
new
For City Judge: William H. 2 NICE lots in
love, help and flowers they gave
Mayfield. Kentucky
near colege at only $1250. us in the sudden death of our
"Jake" Dunn; Bob McCuiston.
dear husband, and father, Everett
Cleaner.
We want to thank Dr. Whayne.
Dr. Butterworth, nurses, Lin!.
Funeral Home, the quartet f,
the beautiful songs, Bro. Hick
and Bro. Paul Daiiey for th,
comforting words.
May God richly bless each
you is our prayer.
The family of Everett Cleaver
She ate obediently, dr•eic the
WHAT HMI HAPPENED
pourrl had itinen from the table
someone
Pendleton
knew
Nora
NANCY
coffee. Only then did she ask
floor.
wanted her to die. Until the night of unto the
-That's what you heard." Mrs- anxiously, "What do you think,
October 12th, she had nmer known
fear foil' herself. She had never had told her. "Whoever it was must Finn?"
• care in the world until Alio met
"W hat did Miss Garrison
Stuart Young, an unemployed former have knocked against the table
medical student. Within five weeks while I was struggling and when think ?" he parried.
they were engaged. Then Stuart wan the Jar fell off he ran away for
"She didn't believe me," Nora
arrested for the murder of • young
girl, "Candy" Kendrick. No r a's fear you'd come to investigate." said flatly. "The pillow on the
friends and kin believed Stuart to be
"It was blown over by the floor-all that-it had happened
thought
at fotrhtty
ne had
guilty.
ro beBu
The nurse before." She told hint then about
hunte
him
kri.interested wind, that's all."
W
In Nora because of her wealth.
glanced toward the window, the di earns,
Nora hail testified at Stuart's trial
"How long has this gone on?"
that he had been with bee oe • pic- which had been opened only a
nic at the time Candy wan
"S ince Stuart's arrest last
few inches, saw the curtains
But Nora's cousin,. Charles Deming,
She met year."
swore that he hstd seen Stuart and hanging motionless.
"Then,* said Finn, "I think
Candy together Just before the sup- Nora's ironic smile and went on
pc,fted time of the crime. The murder obstinately, "Or it might have we'll just forget it. An anxiety
happened near the Connecticut inn
dream like that is perfectly
run by Bert and Hazel Huger, distant been right on the edge."
cousin, of Nora's. Charles young
natural. Your mind knows Stuart
"It wasn't."
cal
son. Frank, was there, and the
Carry's lips tightened. "It is safe but your emotions haven't
druggist. Howard lees. and Nora's
aunt, Olive Riddle, who bail served didn't happen the way you think quite caught up yet When he
with Lawyer "Finn" Black as Nora*
It did." She bent over the bed, comes down, you two had better
guardian.
As the story continuer. Stuart has her eyes burning into Nora's. She take a long drive by yourselves.
been acquitted •nd police have re- spoke distinctly, spacing her Get away from all of us and en4:916/,5'i4,44.41 2.
opened the case. Nora has been given
together."
joy
being
washere."
-one
words.
"No
reminder
dirturbtng
the
crime
of
a
by the delivery to her of • photo- She went to the hall door and
Nora gave him a tight little
graph of • laughing girl. signed
'Love from randy." Nora hid it be- turned the key. "Now were all smile. 'That will be nice," she
fore Stuart Young and Finn arrived locked in, safe and sound. No said politely. "But just the same
AIME an SLATS
•
at the Inn that night. Later, upon
can get in, I'll leave my there is something I want you to
finding it gone from the hiding place. one
Nora became hysterical. Her nurse, door open. Call if you need me." do for me. At once. In case-"
"Garry" Garrison. put her to bed.
"In case?"
In a moment her light went
She was awakened from • doze by
"In case," she said levelly,
a pillow being pressed over her out and her bed creaked as she
I WON'T BE BLACKlay down. Nora stared into U.. "someone does want me to
face....
MAILED INTO
darkness, alone with fear. Either She ignored his gesture of onCHAPTER 8
ABSOLVING YOUR
she was mad or someone had patience. "There aren't many
ARRY'S light was on. She tried to kill her. But she hadn't possibilities here. So I want you
NIECE, ROCKY
stood-- in the doorway to imagined the smothering. And to change my will. The way at
RIDGE Nora's room, came forward on yet Garry hadn't believed her, as stands now there's a bequest of
tiptoe.
Finn hadn't believed her about twenty-five thousand to the Hug"I'm awake," Nora said, her the photograph, or even Stuart. Cr., fifty thousand for a cancer
voice rasping in her sore throat,
Why, there isn't anyone, Nora research fund, and the rest is,
and Garry flicked on the bedside thought in surprise, whom I can divided so that Stuart gets half,
light, saw the dismantled bed, call and say, "Please 'protect me. and Cousin Charles and Aunt
the pillow on the floor.
Olive each have a quarter. I
Someone wants me to die."
• • •
"Oh, dear, and I hoped you'd
want you to draw up a new
have a good sleep!"
It was barely light when she Everything to Stuart Do it to"Some one was here," Nora got out of bed, dulled by her day and tell them what you are
said. "Someone tried to smother sleepless night She heard the doing. Because if anyone expects
me with the pillow."
cuckoo clock sound six times, to profit by my death he may as
•
"You're crazy," the nurse said The maids were not yet on duty well disabuse himself of the idea."
her
then
covered
"Let's not rush things. You
and
flatly,
but there would be coffee in the
mouth with her hand.
electric percolator In the kitchen, are excited and confused because
"I was beginning to think so
She pulled on slacks and a blue you haven't slept."
"I'm not in the least confused,
myself," Nora said unexpectedly, sweater, used a lipstick lavishly
1.11' ABNER
"but it's not true. I didn't dream on her colorles.s mouth. When she I'm afraid."
"But look here, honey. Naturalthis, Garry, or imagine it. Some- entered the kitchen Finn was
one was here. Someone wanted sitting at the window, looking ly it's all right to drop Charles
out of your will. You've every
down on the lake,
me to die."
The nurse stared down at her
lie turned with a smile of wel- justification for that. But Olive
DO NOT KEEP
face
moment,
then
her
and the Hugers-"
for a long
come. "Hello, honey."
ZE GUEST
stiffened. "Miss Pendleton, you've
"No one tried to smother you
poured her some coffee and
.
lie
OF HONOR
had another bad dream. That's refilled his own cup. his casual last night."
Oh, for God s sake, Nora!"
all. No one was in here. No one glance missing neither the blue "'
WAITING!!
tried . to kill you." As Nora shadows under her eyes nef her "Please do as I ask you, Finn!
flinched she added quickly, fol- nervously twitching mouth. "I've Those are my instructions."
She turned swiftly and hurried
lowing up her advantage, "You always meant to ask you, why
see how era-silly it sounds?" do you wear blue all the time?" out to the parking lot. The Cadilblankets.
lac hardtop she had bought a
She straightened the
"Stuart likes it. Finn, thank year before had not, because of
picked up the pillow and shook
are
here.
heavens
I've
got
you
eVerything
were
though
her protracted illness, been drivas
out
It
normal, as though this were any something to tell you." The story en a thousand miles. She rode
slowly and aimlessly, taking seenight, as though the intruder had poured out feverishly,
When she had finished he ondary roads that wound through
no existence -and the moment of
hunted for bread and dropped it the wore's, trying to solve her
horror had never been.
"What awakened you, Garry?" in the toaster. When it popped problem. She needed an interval
up he buttered it, foiled a plate. in which to come to terms with
Nora asked.
The nurse hesit,eted. "I thought "Let me see you eat every bit." the fact that she was in deadly
something dropped." She looked He refilled her cup- with coffee danger and no one believed her
(To So Continued)
around. The cloisonne jar of pot- and want to stand at the window.
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CARD OF THANKS

SAILORS, MONEY, GIRLS
•
SYDNEY, Australia I1/7 - Pour
thousand American sailors with
$20,000 sending money in their
pockets hit Sydney today in the
biggest "invasion" since the end
of the war. The sailors, here for
a week to help celebrate the
Coral Sea victory which hayed
Australia, were met by sunny
weather and Sydney girls.
CUT ARMY BUDGET
LONDON
- The government today announced a cut of
286 million dollars over last
year in the 1957-58 army budget
and said army strength will
be stripped from 373,000 to 335,000. A government white paper
on the army said the budget
estimates for 1957-58 wilt be
401.0 million pounds sterling ($1,043 900 000

KIRKSEY
4-H News

Anita Brandon called the roll.
Forty one members and two
leaders were present.
The old business was aboul
the 4-H roa4 signs. The new
business was .Plikarrsion about
the summer recrea ional center.
The club appointed four members
to represent Kirksey at the work
shop the last of May. They are
going to learn games. They were
Sandra Bedwell, Nancy riazzell,
Jerry Key and Gary Simmons.
Kirksey has three girls going

victorious
31-Once more
33-Island in
Aegean Sea
33-Teutonic deity
34-Fascination
35-Hosteirtes
36-Opening
31-Slopes
39-Coolness •
41-Take one's pert
42-Gloomier
44-Bolshevist
leader
47-Roman bronze
48-Man's name
60--Slave
61-Insect killer
(MIL)
52-Act
53-Depresaion

25-Persian poet
26-Famed
23-Symbol for
tantalum
is
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Rae Foley's new mystery novel
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Gas & Oil
Needs
WHITNELL & SON

FREE Pick-up & Delivery
Free Meth
Alteration
WALTER

Proofing
Service

WATERFIELD

Standard Oil Agent

owner
1411

Olive

Blvd.

Ph.

430

Pogue Ave.

Phone 1733

MURRAY LOAN CO.
**LW. Main St.
Teleptume 134
"YOUR HOME-OWNED LOAN CO.'

READ THIS

R

SIX ROOM BRICK VENEER HOME

DOWN
1-Strike
2-Number
3-Cumbioned stool
4-Erstwhile
5-Parent (colloq.)
6-Poem
1-4Irant use of
8-An mate
9-Implied
10-Aid
11-Article of
furniture
14-River island
111-Matured
26-Stain
22-A ra blan prince
23='Frnhers
25-lie in debt
21-Cash drawers
11-Measure of
weight (Pl.)
29-Beast of burden
21-Put on
32-Earnest
34-Declared
35-1n truth
36-Apparition
18-Be ill
33-Female college
student
40-1Thaspirated
42-Insane
43-Fish eggs
45-Hoatelry
46-Openwork
fabric
49-A state t•bbr

Murray Lumber Co. Inc.
"EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL"
104 East Maple St.,
Phone 262

Located on hard surface street, city

sewerage

ideal location for Murray High School. Lots of
shade.
Lot Size 80 x 175
rug in

Wall to

living room & dining room,

also ruts in 2 bedrooms. This lovely home has
.equivalent to 4 bedrooms, 2

nice

size bedrooms

down stairs and extremely large bedroom

up

stairs, room for two double beds. Has beautiful
drapes.

Everything

complete

for

$11,000.00,

only $350.00 down, remainder like paying rent.
This lovely brick home is one of the nicer homes
in Murray.

Tucker Rutty Co.
Tucker Bldg.

Phone 483
"11111=01.11111=11Mlni

by Ernie Bushmiller

by Raeburn Van
NOT EVEN IF I WAS To TELt
EVERYBODY WITHIN HEARING
DISTANCE THAT YOU SPRINKLED
THE HATS AND COATS 0'
EVERY TEACHER IN OLD
DEVON HIGH

Ramo

--•vVITI-+ TH,r: I1'CHINGE5T ITCHING
A WORD OF THAT CHILDISH
POWDER MONEY COULD BUY- AND
ESCAPADE -AND MY
THAT THEY HAD TO CLCSE
ACADEMIC STANDING
)OWN THE WHOLE
IS WRECKED;
SCHOOL SO'S THE •
STAFF COULD DE ,. LOUSE
SELVES,'

by Al Capp
A GUILLOTINING MUST E3E_

PERFECT!!--THERE ARE
NO ENCORES
C011.0:rZAT MADDENI1443
1'ICK-110(Fr-
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Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

30-Emerge

ACROSS

Read Our riassifieds

Janie Smith, Janet Like, Lorna
Ross, Sandra Bedwell, Annetta
Palmer and Linda Lawson are
The Kirksey Senior 4-H club
held its last monthly meeting sending their clothing to the
of the year Wednesday,e May 1, Staty Fair to be judged.
at 10:15 o'clock.
The call to order was by Annetta Palmer. Pledge to the American Flag was led by Janie Smith
and pledge to the 4-H flag was
led by Gracie George. Devotion
by Rheaneaat Parker.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
1-Horse's foot
6-Burrowing
animal
9-Flap
12-Preposition
13-Arabian
seaport
14-Man's
nickname
15-Comb. form:
four
11-Intertwined
19-Leave out
21-Finger or toe
22-Inducing to
vomit
24-Veteran

to Lexington to Junior Week.
They are A. Palmer, S. Bedweli I
ar.d L. Lawson, Lindas Lawson
is county Clothing Champion,

'
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THE LEDGER t TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Republicans in Congress to help
.rtif
themeisbass right now — by being
substantially more active in behalf of basic administration legisBy MERRIMAN SMITH
lation.
' United Press White House Writer
The Ptesident must have been
testing out an idea on his friends.
CHICAGO — 7 — The city's
WASHINGTON 7 — Back- -because a few days
later. he
elevated- - subway
stairs at the White House:
stated essentially jhe same thilig
facilities.do the job of two eightWhen news oL the death of In a speech
lane superhighways, the Chicago
telephoned to a
s.s
Sen. Joseph R. McCarthy b;oke eegional
Transit Authority has reported.
*conference of western
FRANKFORT — Kentucky late Thursday. a member of Republicans
NEW YORK 7 — Floyd Patin Salt Lake City.
The CTA .said a nose count al Fottball
League Commisioner
smatvberrs• growers have pros- the White House shook his head
Utah.
• terson plans a defense of the showed that North Side rapid Bert Bell, duly registered
pects of
as a
fiv million dollar , and remarked: "Brother, am I
heavyweight crown at London transit trains carry 31,700 persons
lobbyist in acordance with s the.
crop this year, Agriculture Coin-I glad that I don't have to write Thomas E. Stephens, political this 'year because of his manag- going south in the heaviest huh!'
law, is 'trying to persuade Conmis.sioner Ben J. Butler predicted the statement of condolence on man-of-all-t
rades for the Presi- er's bitter feud with the Interne- .of the weekday morning rush. gress
that professional football's
today. This prediction was based that one.
dent and the GOP national org- lional Boxing Club.
. During the same hours the CTA player
•
selection and option clause
upon reports that show the total
The muttial antipathy between anization, has moved
"Whetherit
said,
will be 'a June
15,000 persons go south in contracts
out of his
should be legalized.
acreage of berries has increased President Eisenhower and his
White House offices and set up or September defense we do , autos on North Lake Shore Drive.
"All we're asking is a hearing
ever last year. while at the wife . and the.. McCarthys was
not know yet," manager Cus The drive is crowded to capacity
a private law office here.
before the proper' persons — the
same time an increase in yield never more evident than during
This does not mean he is. out D'Amato said today.- "But I ins. during the rush. period.judicial corrndittee or whoever
is anticipated.
the, recent White House social of politics. His
counsel still is tend Floyd to defend for promot- ' Virgil E. Gunlock.' CTA board it
may be." Bell said. "I talked
C. Harold Bray, director of season.
ht on a daily basis and the er Harry Levine at 'London some chairman, pointed out that it
to 70 or 80 congressmen in
the Agriculture Department's Dis
The McCarthys were deliberate- tempo of his
now fairly light time this year."
would cost hundreds of mil- Washington
in recent mks. All
sision of Market,s estimates the ly left off the invitation list for political
He said there's a possibility lions
activity undoubtedly will
of
dollars
to
build expressed - amazement when our
1957 yield will approximate 100 a government -reception, but all step
up during the congressional 22-year old Floyd may risk his two more superhighways such as
side was presented. Now, we
crates per acre. In 1956. the other senators were invited. Mrs. campaigns
title for the first time somewhere Lake Shore Drive. And it wopld
next year.
only want a hearing .fsir our
average yield was 72 crates' per McCarthy. later was invited to
in the United States "for an cost additional millienui, he
case."
acre. Kentucky growers produced a White House reception, but
independent komoter" and make to build downtown parking space
Belt 'revealed he is sending a
6.700 acres of strawberries in sent her regrets.
his second at London — "or to •'handle
additional
auto- 43-page brochures,"The •Story of
1956 — this year's production
vice-versa." •
mobiles.
s .t.
Professional Football" to all U.S.
will be taken from 8.500 acres. I Some people thought the White
D'Asnato, torridly critiCal of
Gunloek used the CTA survey senators
and representatives as
BraS' stated that an excellent House snob of ther cl
al
icC
neart
iche4
Jim . Norris and his .IBC. de- aaji argument loesislisiteassat_of_sssissisjs—asss
hissgssaes+1'h
•'II
3wallowir
elareE.—"One thing is certain. highway funds to rapid transit
efforts!' to have Congress wipe
son, but indications are that a bit too far, but the White
Patterson will not fight for the facilities. The transit
authority out the Supreme Court's adverse
the bearing season will commence'House apparently felt it was
MAbTSON. Wis. —
A IBC under any circumstances." "is. seeking a subsidy to .exnand
- two, or three days' latch this justified because of some of the wildlife researcher
for the Unirapid transit facilities and make
year. Harvesting is scheduled to I senator's biting remarks about versity of Wisconsin
MUTUA.t. SAVINGS
said tree "SPECTACULAR" SPARKLER them safe.
start in the Paducah area . on Essenhower.
: swallows prefer their nests out
in
BOSTON '
—afs— The nation's
Monday. May 6th.
Thus it was difficult Thursday !the open—away from
NEW YORK
trees.
— Television
first mutual savings bank was
night figuring out how the PresiGrading Provided
DANGEROUS LITERATURE
R. S. Ellarson, who has been comedian Sid Caesar claimed his
'Bras• stated that the Division dent could say anything withouti
NEW YORK 7 —A Greenwich founded here in 1816. Prior to
.Vudying the habits of swaltowsjg lost $4.000 .4444r.ratoi and star
that 'time_ thcre were AO' banking
of Markets is providijag graaig triefftrAtIS'orssisealPsitteirtsiesey:s:yr-Atliffill.fIrfrjr'n
rrrefum for sapphire ring Wednesday which 'Village' couple who received an facilities
for thosecsiflui wised to •
snd inspection service .to all Of kl
.
e.end
ended Up by Sending a, simple .for eight years,
concluded that a "truck . driver found March 21. eviction notice because the weight save
money in sniall amounts.
the organized marketing associa- note to McCarthy's widow saying ; his tin can nests in
their
-of
library
books
of
1.11,00
The
truck driver, Eugene Byam
the open atToday, thsre are 384 such banks
tions in Kentucky. The conven- Mrs. Ike joined him in extending tract more tree
swallows than of the Bronx. N. Y., said he constitated a safety. hazard 'plan in
New F.rigland with assets totional federal grades will be sympathy.
to
move
odaY.
Ithose close to trees.
Their
new
smartdidn't turn the ring in immes
.,---bseriessel again this year with
ls Will be located behind a- book taling $9 billion.
-"tslift said the location of nests diately after he found Sly because, e.
s'sstAts•Sts-No. 1 and U. S. No. 2. and , Eisenhower . was said to have has a lot to do with
determining "It was so trig I though it was marts
WOODLAND ME. — 7- —
- 'Unclassified. The Division is also 'told some friends the other night what type of birds
will .occupy worthless."
James W. McClure. 86, boasts
providing. supervisory service in that he would fight to the best them. Bluebirds favor
nests close
If
all
the coins in circulation tat he hasn't missed a day's
grading for interstate shipments. , of his ability for a Republican , to trees, while_ wrens
According to the Social Security.Lin_ the country were
like nests
divided work during his 49 years as a
All grades shipped interstate
in the 1958' which are placed near bushes
ystem, -Smith-1,400,000 of them I equally among the population, section
.t.e same eightha"s
be graded and labelled as to elections. But, he added, it would Ellarson also recommended
that —Is the most common name on each person would have $11.36
in mlie stretch of track on the
.variets and 'by- whom packed.
well behoove some- prominent the nests should be at least' 30 its rolls,
copper and silver.
Main Central Railroad,
Southern Crap in Short Supply
Bray is of the opinion th •
despite a 20- .per cent incres
in acreage harvested and a s
per cent increase in yield p•
acre, the prices of strawberr.
will remain about the sar
This has ben brought about ;
two factors:
—1 Our strongest competitive
market, the southern Unit ,
States. -expects a 12 per ce:.
decrease in production; .
Better quality berries v:'
mead , that more of • the cr
can be graded into the fr.
market channels.
The principal commerc,a,
strawberry producing areas of
the State are Bowling Green,
Paducah. Be df or d. Somerset.
Franklin. North Kentucky. Upper
Kentucky River at Morehead,
Hazard and Paintsville •
Bray urges that growers observe practices recommended '
the Experiment Station in takis.s
care of the patches after the
harvest this season. He predic'•
that Kentucky's strawberry Cr
will grow in importance due
,,,he fact that the southern pr
'atietIon 15 steadily decreasis
with new plantings this s •
being only 60 per cent of 1.•
year's

Good Yield '
Strals berries
Is Indicated

ar

BACKSTAIRS AT

Patterson
Will Fight
In London

wiimmotISE

Chicago Wants To
Expand Their
Rapid Transit

yth_south
m,

Leni.ne Pro
Ball System
roes Bdi

WEDNESDAY —

MISCAST
MEDFORD, Ore. —7— .5 The
head of the Oregon State College
horticulture
department
was
chairman at a meeting of pear
industry officials here. His name:
S. B. Apple.

Radovich had sued for treble
damages, alleging . t he league
blacklisted him after he jumped
his Detroit contract, thus depriving him from a livelitood
in football.

CHARLIE, MY BOY
MEMPHIS —Ms— All employes, including the president and
vice president of York Lumber
Co., here are named Charles. In
all, there are five so named.

FlowEke•
for
i

NOW FOR FLOWERS
FOR'MOTHER;
S;PDAY

_

RUSSIAN JUMPS Stitt?
1 T.,
COPENHAGEN. Denmark
—A Russian fisherman jun ;
'overboard fr m his trawler
the narrow ''e-resund" water.;
off Copenhagen. and requis •
political asylum. police sou,
said today. • The defector
P.pjaked___upssisys _a Danish fi••
boat and taken to the '
s
police at Kastriis.
suburb id Copenagen: firs riarric
was withheld. ..1

• GERANIUM
• FUSCHIA

•

it SHIRLEY FLORIST
i

N. 4th Street
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Howie Crittenden
High In NIAL
Fabulous
Howie
Crittenden
'loins a host of ex-North-South
ssish School cage stars who head
the Nitional industrial Basketball Leatroe All-Star squad for
the 1054-S7 season.
The Murray State sham -shooter anoeared in all twenty of the
games for the Peoria Cats as a
ronkte this year. scoring 211
roints He hit 34R per cent of
h's shots from the field and
scored a .752 yes' centage from
the three-throw line. the latter
al' sYs iisiteriality for Howie.
Another basketball ace who
played opposite Crittenden in the
1952 cage game at Murray, Terry
Rand was named most valuable
nlayer in the league. Rand is a
brilliant 6-9 center who plays
for the Denver Truckers, B. H.
Born, also of North-South fame,
John Prudhoe and Jim Bingham
were team mates of Howie who
received honorable mention.
The Peoria five, led by Crittenden easily reached the semifinals of • the National AAU
tourney in Denver and played in
the finals Saturday night.

PARKER MOTORS
TELEPHONE 373

Aosa•••••••7•0•1

Murray, Ky.

Following is a clipping which was
taken from the regular issue of the
April 1, 1957 Daily Ledger & Times:

Howie Is Pictured Above As He Received The Keys To
The SECOND NEW FORD Which He Has Purchased From

AMIIMINWIMINA••••••••••111•111.

31 ,1

Priced from $1.50 up

IT'S THE STAR of CARS"

'

- 1
11,..1:. '5
r
411
21V

•CALADIUM

11

7th at MAIN

.
'
1'f'sssf

• HYDRANGEA
• CRYSANTHEMUM

Howie Crittenden, Nationally Famous
Star of Basketball, says .....
I Like the New 1957 FORD,

About. 2.5 million people
approximately
h,
850.000
trailers in this country.

•

May 12

Survey Shows
60 Per Cent
Fail In College

-•

V

PLACE YOUR ORDER

Prefer -upon.

KENT. 0.
Sixty ; •
cent of the nation's college students fail to graduate. according
to a nationwide survey of Ca'
pus averages diade by Dwight :
Arnold. director of Kent State .
University guidance testing.
Arnold said his _findings
•
dicate that most high school s•
dents fail to attain a high level'
certain abilities, and skills, particularly the mechanics of English.
.•
"Too many students do not decide to attend college until they
are out of.,,high school and it's
to late to ,get the necessary pr.
paration," he said.
Arnold said that the enormous
waste of time' and finances by
the great number. of - college
failures, chiefly in freshman a•
sopholhore years. must be si, •
med in the ..eight and Is.'
grades and aTifir
-File 11th . •
12th high school years. The Kent survey - further sh •
ed that students who have rna —below SB in high school Eng
academic' O.,
usually
lack
necessary for csmpletion
lege work.
Arnold said the. 12•h year
.
school studies shsuld be revs
to include a! •iiii very leas, .
semester English course to freshen students for isollege placer'''.'
tests.

41. •
J-

1

Expert Says Tree

-u

MAY 8, 1957

decision of last February.
The court ruled In the appeal
of former Detroit Lions player
Bill Radovich that professional
football was not exempt from
the anti-trust laws, even though
the jurists had exempted professional baseball in an earlier
decision.
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